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Marketing the Products Home-Scale Waste,vater 
of Permaculture Treatment 

Mark Musick 

"We live in a fanner and land killing economy." This is 
Wendell Berry's stark assessment of our nation's dilemma. At a 
time when the Earth is increasingly devitalized, fanners in this 
country are being forced off the land at the rate of 2,000 per day. 

Economic stability is essential for people seeking to estab
lish an ecological agriculture. Yet, for most farmers, marketing 
is their weakest link, and it is here that urban people can be 
most effective in supporting and encouraging a new agriculture. 

Nearly fifteen years ago I was involved in starting Tilth, a 
regional network of farmers and gardeners in the Pacfic North
west We sponsored many workshops and conferences, and 
published a wealth of information, but over the years it became 
painfully obvious that peoples's basic need was not simply ideas 
and information. In order to stay on the land, people getting 
established in farming needed a sound economic base. 

For nearly ten years I lived and worked at Pragtree Farm 
where I had the opportunity to explore ecological concepts of 
food production and marketing. Based on what I learned there, 
two years ago I moved to Seattle with the intention of develop
ing a marketing service for small farmers in the Pacific North
west In the spring of 1986 I got a contract with Larry's 
Markets, a progressive. family-owned supermarket chain, to 
develop their direct buying from local producers. 

As Fanner Liaison for Larry's Markets, my goal has been to 
share my excitement about the diversity and quality of North
west fruits, nuts, berries, herbs, 
and vegetables with the people 
of Seattle. And, at the same time, 

continued. page 6 
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Many small communities are growing quickly due to the 
current trend for people to leave the cities and settle in the coun
try. In many cases this creates problems, because these com
munities frequently have outdated water distribution systems, 
limited water supplies and a limited tax base to suppott 
improvements. 

The rural water supply can be most critical in areas solely 
dependent upon limited surface water supplies. Once these are 
exceeded or polluted, the community must consider new modes 
of water conservation or the development of new water supplies 
with the associated costs of enlarging their water supply systems 
and assessing the environmental impacts. 

A pervasive problem in the matter of wastewater treatment 
and disposal is the public's perception of wastewater. That is, a 
substantial segment of the public regards any water that has been 
through a sewer pipe or been subject to some fecal contamina
tion as if its molecular structure has been errevocably degraded. 

Although wastewater treatment and disposal systems serving 
single homes have been used for many years, they are often 
considered an inadequate or temporary solution until sewers are 
constructed. However, research has. demonstrated that such 
systems. if cmstructed and maintained properly, can provide a 
reliable and eff'"icient means of wastewater treatment and disposal 
at relatively low cost (1). 
Composting Toilets 

Segregating human wastes from greywater is attractive for a 
number of reasons. The elimination of household 

toilet flushing greatly simplifies wastewater 
purification since toilet wastes contain most 

of the pollutants and pathogens. Along 
with its pollution control qualities, a 
compost toilet reduces water consumption 
by about 40%, permitting both a saving 
of water and a reduction in size of the 
water purification system. In aieas where 
the costs of conventional wastewater treat
ment systems are escalating, the use of 
composting toilets with greywater treat
ment systems can be an economical 
alternative. Composting toilets also have 
the amaction of convening a societal 
nuisance into a resource - fertilizer. 
System Designs 

There are three basic typeS of compost 
ing toilets: large units, small units and 
owner-built models. Large units generally 
consist of prefabricated bins in which 
composting takes place. These bins are 
usually located cominued. page 16 
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Fro1n the Editor The Phanton1 .Fanners Table of Contents 
In this issue we set out to cover the 

subject of Urban and Suburban Pennacul
ture. and small-scale food production. In 
our efforts to find writers, collect material 
and collate useful information, I was 
struck with the intimate connection bet
ween food production, consumption. and 
what comes out the other end - garbage. 

In the "Garden Design" issue of IM 
Permacuftun Activist (Winter, 1986), I 
spoke of the political implications of 
gardening. Now rd like to make the point 
that our personal habits of dealing with 
garbage have political implications. In a 
society overly concerned with outward 
"neatness", a weedy lawn, a pile of leaves 
and reuse of paper or cardboard as mulch 
are considered to be indications of a lack 
of personal hygiene, or perhaps, political 
subversion. Yet, common sense tells us 
that our dumps are filling up, garbage 
collection uses energy, and food is costing 
more. Why not put 2 & 2 together and 
stan taking "waste" products and turning 
them into assets? 

For urban dwellers the simple act of 
peeing in the garden is a political act It 
is probably illegal, both from the stand
point of inane public decency laws and 
sanitation regulations written by waste 
treatment engineers more interested in 
building expensive sewage treatment 
facilities than effecting simple and safe 
nutrient recycling. 
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Simply stated, penna::ultwe design 
attempts to minimize work required and 
waste produced. As Julia and Bob so 
concisely state (in the next column over), 
Americans have ample time, energy and 
money available for food gardening. yet 
we spend it in the frivolous pursuit of a 
well-trimmed lawn. We can no longer 
afford this culturally imposed "tax" on our 
collective labor. There is too much that 
needs to be done to reverse environmental 
decline and regenerate the Earth we can't 
live without 
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Right here inside the city limits of Los 
Angeles, hundreds of thousands of farmers are 
wo:xing away. They plant their crop and 
harvest it all year round and no one knows 
they are there. What makes this phenomenon 
even men bizane is that the farmers them
selves are unaware of what they're doing. 
Nonetheless, they employ largely similar 
methods and grow virtually identical produce. 
1be botanical name for this crop is Poaceac. 
Most of us know it as grass. 

·
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We feed it We water it In fact, SO'K, of 
the water used in Los Angeles flows onto our 
lawns. We lovingly tend and weed it, fighting 
off all manner of marauding pests. And we 
definitely take pride in gazing across the lush 
green expanse that our hard work creates. 

Because wc have gone to such pains to 
produce this crop, our next step seems very 
strange, although perhaps it is somehow 
fitting for phantom farmers: we take this 
crop produced at such great expense, and after 
gathering each little blade that our mini
threshers have mowed, we bundle it and 
trundle it and wc throw it away ... 

Edilor'1 ""'4: this article has been re
printed from Ecolutjgn, the '"Eco-Home 
Newsletter". �lu•tlon, n. derived from 
ecology, evolution and solution. Edited by 
Julia Russell & Bob Walter. @1987 by Eco
Home. Membership in Eco-Home is 
$15.00,yr: Eco-Home, 4344 Russel Ave., 
Los Angeles, CA 90027. 
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PINA Staff Changes 

Since the last issue of The Penna
culture Activist. Shery Litwin has joined 
PINA's staff as 'Administrative and Pro
gram Coordinator', a somewhat lengthy 
title for what we used to call our Execu
tive Director. A Permaculture Design 
Course graduate from 1982, Shery brings 
a wealth of experience to the job. For 
the past four years, Shery has been work
ing with husband Carl Woestendiek as 
"Edible Landscape Services". Together 
they have completed over 50 designs for 
clients, numerous landscape installations, 
and hundreds of consultations. Addition
ally, Shery has organized and taught 
numerous edible landscaping and perma
culture workshops and presentations. 
Both Shery and Carl are Permaculture 
Design Course graduates, and both are 
currently serving on PINA's board of 
directors. 

Shery is perhaps best known for her 
unique "Plant Species Index" for the 
Maritime Pacific Northwest, published in 
The Future is Abundant. by Tilth. She 
has also studied solar design. worked on 
the Alaska pipeline (as an environmental 
inspector), and completed Neuro
linguistic Programmer training. Shery's 
expertise in a variety of fields and inf ec
tious enthusiasm wil l  be a great addition 
to PINA. 

PINA hires new bookkeeper 
The newest addition to PINA's staff 

is Linda Greenway. Linda works as a 
free-lance business consultant for several 
small businesses and noprofit groups. 
She provides accounting and computer 
services as well as administrative advice. 
Linda set up and now maintains the 
accounting system for the Cascadia 
Revolving Fund, a group which pools 
investments from individuals and organ
izations and uses it to provide loans to 
local e<rops, small business and com
munity based organizations. Linda also 
grows organic vegetables in her backyard 
garden, and is building on self-reliance 
skills by doing her own car repairs and 
dabbling in carpentry and welding. 

TRY IT FOR ONLY $5.95 

REEMAY 
Retains Heat-Keeps Bugs Out! 

T 
his feather-light. spun
polyester blanket lets you 
plant earlier and harvest 

more! Reemay boosts soil tem
peratures and retains moisture 
so seeds germinate faster. It cre
ates an ideal growing environ
ment where tender seedlings are 
shielded from frost, drying winds 
and scorching sunlight. PLUS, 
Reemay provides chemical-free 
protection from flea beetles, leaf 
miners. cabbage worms: root 
maggots, birds, rabbits and morel 

Simple To Use 
Just lay Reemay over newly 
seeded areas or young trans
plants- no hoops or stakes arc 
needed. Plants grow freely under
neath pushing the fabric up as 
they grow. 

New Wider Size! 
Reemay is now available in two 
sizes! Toe 67 in. width ls perfect 

Gl:llABNIIB'S 
aSUPPLI 
128 lntenale Road. DepL PPE 288 
Burlington.Vermont0540l 
l'or Futeat Semce 
can: 802-883-1700 

for wide rows and will even cover 
fully grown plants. We also have 
a new 12 ft. width for covering 
an entire section of your garden 
or a newly seeded lawn area. 
Ml loue Reemay. My lettuce Is picture 
perfect- every single leafl Euerything 
rue used it on Is jlowi.shing- com. 

squash. peppers. carrots and 
parsleyr 

Mary Anne Gucker. 
Memphis TN 

YES! Rush REEMAY 
__ 67 In. X 20 ft .••••••• $5.85 
__ 67 In. X 50 ft. • • •••• $10.85 
__ 67 In. X 100 ft. • • • • .$19.85 
-- 12 ft. x 20 ft. • •••••• $9.N 
__ 12 ft. X 50 ft. •••••• $19.N 
Total Enclosed $. ____ _ 
(please add $2 for postage & handUng/ 
0 Check O VISA/MasterCard 

Card #_______ -J. 
Name 
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Permaculture Design: 
Permaculture Market Garden 
in the Rocky Mountains 

Permaculture's Ultimate Goal 
An interdependent closed system provides everything the 

flora and fauna need to live happily within the system, with 
minimal effort and minimal need to haul in outside materials, 
such as food, manure, fertilizers and insecticides. How well 
your system does this tells you how well you have succeeded in 
designing, setting up and managing your permaculture system. 
Greenhouses 

P ortable, plastic covered greenhouses give Jerome 
Osentowski three harvests from his spinach and other crops. A 
large, permanent greenhouse lets him continue growing basil, 
cucumbers and other crops through the winter. The sun warms 
the air, plants, and soil of the south-facing building. The 
warmed air is blown underground through pipes to warm the 
beds and store heat against the subzero nights. Jerome reports 
that this system has successfully heated a 6000 square foot 
greenhouse, maintaining a 40°f temperature differential with the 
outside air. Starting plants in the greenhouse lets him get his 
outside beds into production earlier in the spring, als o.  

Admitedly, Jerome's operation concentrates on  "yuppie" 
vegetables for the higher priced restaurants of Aspen, a wealthy 
resort town. He's ch osen this market because he can get top 
dollar for fresh vegetables, especially salad greens, tomatos, 
specialty herbs like basil, edible flowers, "sunsprouts" (yo ung 
sprouted sunflower greens). Because he runs a small-scale, 
intensive and well-integrated system, he can produce a depend
able crop and keep these customers supplied throughout the year. 

Even with the greenhouse boosting winter production, 
Jerome's figures showed that his beds didn't generate enough 
cash to cover expenses from December through February. The 
high prices fetched by free-range chickens and organic eggs 
convinced him to add the chicken raising and laying operation. 

Jerome installed a partially integrated chicken coop into the 
greenho use by attaching it to the West wall. Windows allow 
the early morning sun to take the chill off the chicken coop and 
warm up the chickens. [in a recent phone call he reported that it 
was regularly (IJ-70°/ in the chicken coop while -20° outside.] 

Later in the day, excess heat, carbon dioxide, and ammonia from 
the chicken coop can be circulated through another subte ranean 
clo sed system of  perforated pipes. The ammonia is then con
vened into useful nitrogen as it passes from the pipe into the 
soil of  the beds. 

Additionally, chicken manure fertilizes the beds and charges 
the compost pile. A worm bed completes the system. The 
worms are started on almost exhausted compost and transferred 
to  garden beds for fertilization and aeration. 

Right next to the greenhouse is the compost pile. Besides 
providing fertilizer, the intense microbial action helps heat the 
greenhouse in the winter. A system of pipes and another fan 
blows air through the heap into the greenhouse. 
Pest Control 

Jerome has found many plants to counterbalance his crops' 
attractiveness t o  insects. The strong odor of herbs like dill, 
oregano and cilantro discourage invaders. A few stands of fennel 
help protect Jerome's apple orchard from coddling moth attack. 
A species of wasps nest in the fennel and attack the moths. 
Once harvested, the fresh herbs bring top-dollar from Aspen 
chefs, too. On a different tack, strawberrys are planted to attract 
r obins. "The robins come to eat the strawberries and also eat the 
grasshoppers". 

Jerome carried his prevention strategy over into the chicken 
operation. He purposefully chose tough, scrappy breeds like 
Silver Spangled Hamburgs and Anconas for 300 of his 500-bird 
flock to keep his feed costs down. "They can get 70 percent of 
their food from foraging" . The flock roams his apple orchard 
eating, scratching and fertilizing around saplings protected by 
chicken wire. Nutritious, medicinal plants like comfrey and 
wormwood fill the open areas. 

Editor's note: this article is adapted from articles by Chuck 
Hook and Fred Pulver. Jerome Osentowski lives on Basalt 
Mountain, C olorado. Besides organic gardening, Jerome has 
been designing and installing vegetable and herb gardens for 
clients in the Roaring Fork Valley (of the Colorado River) for 
the last five years and is available for professional Pennaculture 
consulting. He is a graduate of a 1986 Pennaculture Design 
Course at Pyramid Lake, Nevada taught by Bill Mollison. 

continued, page 19 

Right: portable greenhouse 
covers terraced garden bed. Rock walls help to absorb heal 
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Marketing the Products of Permaculture 
nmtinu�d from front pag� . . .  

chestnuts on hand at the holidays for those few customers who 
ask for them, and they sell parhaps 50 pounds a season. Last 

I have sought to encourage increased public understanding and year we started searching out sources of quality chestnuts in 
support for local agriculture. To accomplish this, I chose to Washington, Oregon, and Northern California. We featured 
spotlight projects which would stimulate maximum public chestnuts in our advertising, created special recipe sheets and 
exposure and excitement displays, gave out samples of roasted chestnuts, and sold over 

Wild foods are an example. Over the past two years we have 500 pounds. A year later it seemed as if "chestnut conscious-
introduced retail packs of fresh stinging nettles, cattail shoots, ness" suddenly hit Seattle, with sales approaching 2,000 pounds. 
cattail pollen spikes, sea beans (Salicomia sru,}. wild buckle- This is with a food that very few people had experienced before. 
berries, and wild mushrooms. In developing this program we As more people learn about them, chestnut sales are certain to 
worked especially with Skagit Wildcrafters, a co-op of people continue increasing in the future. 
who make all or part of their income harvesting foods from the Promotion of organically grown produce is very important 
wild. Our goal has been to encourage appreciation for the natur- to me. The first year I worked for Larry's Markets there was a 
al abundance of our region while supporting rural economic great deal of resistance to introducing organically grown foods, 
development Customer response has been very positive. but increased consumer demand changed all that In November 

Another development program we've supported is the Indo- of 1987 we began working with Farmers Wholesale Co-op, a 
chinese Farm Project, a co-op of six Laotian refugee farmers farmer-owned marketing service, to create a special section of 
seeking to get established in this country. Each week throughout organically grown produce. A labelling law enacted by the State 
the season we purchase a diversity of Asian vegetables from the of Washington two years ago has legitimized the organic foods 
Indochinese farmers--shungiku, baby bok choy, Chinese broc- movement in this state and has led to a dramatic increase in the 
coli, pea vines, etc. Along with recipes on how to use these number of certified farms. Suddenly quality organically grown 
often new and unusual foods, we include information about the produce is in demand. 
Indochinese Farm Project and its importance to the community. Along with featuring Northwest products, we are making an 

Fresh herbs are another way we are supporting local pro- effort to inform both consumers and staff about regional produ-
ducers. During the growing season, most of the stores' fresh cers. Individual suppliers are occassionally featured in our adver-
herbs are supplied by the Puget Sound Herb Growers, a market- tising, and special promotions have been built around outstand-
ing co-op fonned by ten small-scale farmers. They provide ing farms. In addition, I've organized farm tours for company 
generous bunches of quality herbs and, at our request, have also staff to give them a personal introduction to regional agriculture 
created a packaged salad of mixed eitotic herbs and edible and the people who grow the food sold in their stores. 
flowers which has been a great success. Although the uphill struggle for people to make a living on 

One of my high priorities has been the encouragement of the land will continue, the trends we are witnessing are en-
new orchards growing unique apple varieties. This past year couraging. The values we espoused fifteen years ago of buying 
Larry's Markets featured up to 30 varieties of apples and hosted fresh, quality foods direct from local farmers have now been 
two Apple Festivals to celebrate the harvest An intensive effort adopted by mainstream consumers. People are much more con-
has been made to search out and purchase apples from over a cerned about what they eat and where their food comes from. At 
dozen regional orchards. Varieties offered included traditional the same time, they are more willing to experiment with new or 
favorites such as Gravenstein, Spitzenburg, King of Tompkings unusual foods, offering more producers access to the market. 
County, and Cox's Orange Pippen, as well as such newer The patterns of permaculture have as much application to 
introductions as Gala, Jonagold, Mutsu, Melrose, and Liberty. economy as to ecology. While their emphasis is on ecological 
The promotion has been very successful and in just two seasons stability, the patterns of pennaculwre will also enhance econo-
a market for varietal apples has been fumly established. rnic stability. First and foremost is the emphasis on growing 

To me, chestnuts are a symbol of sustainable agriculture, perennial aops-fruits, nuts, herbs, etc. In addition to reduced 
and it's been fun and exciting to create a market for fresh chest- environmental impact, perennial crops are usually higher in 
nuts over the past two years. Most supermarkets have Italian value than annuals. 

Al Uvl� TrN Centre we grow Hlstorle 
Apple Tl'NS lncludl�: 
• Reinene Simirenko from lhe Ukraine. 

precocious and abundant In our field biala. 
• Pink Purl, watermelon pink inside. 
• C.lville Blanc d'Hi11er. strange in appearance, 

relrul\ing in lla110r. The apple of the Kings of 
France. 

• W11ren Pu,, bener than Comice. prllClically 
immune 10 fireblight. 

Our JoumallCatalog describes &e l\iltonc: apple 
varieties. It mntains a step-by-si.p Planting 
Guide and a handy Historic Apple Index. flip ii 
0119r for re1Mrdl arliclea on biological, life 
energy in people. plants. earth and atmoaphere. 
We can become more vlvldly, pulHtlngly 
alive and ....create the earth at tne ume 
time. 

ExceUent prospects 
for diversified 
commercial orchards 
and backyard fruit 
gardens. 

Send $6.00 for 
your copy. 
Price of Joumal/Catalog 
refundable with purchase 
of a tree. 

UvlngTrNCentre 
P.O.Box797 
Bollnas,CA94924 

�---------- (415)868-2224 
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Crop diversity, a basic permaculture maxim. also makes 
savvy business sense. Having established a market with one 
product makes it easier to introduce other products. Buyers like 
getting diverse products from single suppliers. Diversity in 
time is also valuable, finding ways to extend the season to 
provide a year-round cash flow. 

pennaculture is also information (rather than energy) inten
sive, and information is central to creative marketing. Close, 
personal relationships between producers and buyers are essen
tial for effective direct marketing. And the more information 
that consumers have about the unique qualities and uses of your 
product, the better. People are willing to pay premium prices if 
they're confident that they are getting premium quality and 
know they are supporting local agriculture. 

The doors to the market are opening, and it's gratifying to 
see that the pattern of ecology can contribute to economic sta
bility. The products of permaculture are starting to appear in 
local markets, and consumers now have the opportunity to vote 
with their dollars in support of sustainable agriculture. 

Editor's note: if you �-----------1 
are a grower in or near 
the Puget Sound region 
and are interested in 
additional markets for 
your product, contact 

Marie Musick 
3658 Whitman North 
Seattle, WA 98103 
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FARM&GARDEN 

. SUPPLY Co. 

�UDS l�"TERS.'.TIOS.\L 
P O  S O X  1 9 0 
D I X O N  C A 9 5 6 2 0  
( 9 1 6 ) 6 7 6 - 9 2 4 4  

311 West 72nd StrNt 
Kansas City, Mo. 14114 

Tel. (816) 333-1776 

· �fy'ene/atW tA.e-c.Yood � 
nat�ucaf&� - 
Fu/1 1/ne of 

soil conditioning fertilizers 
natural Insect controls 

and composting supplies 

- -- - - -- - - - -- -- - --- - -

GREEN EARTH ORGANICS 
9422 144th  s t .  E .  
puyn l lu p ,  we . 98J?J 

W• o f f e r  a c omp l e t e  s e l e c t ion o f  
orga n ic fert i l i z e rs ,  na tura l  pes t ���-�--
c on t ro ls ,  qua l i ty t o o ls , c over c rop 
seeds , etc . 

� * s on PHOS PHATE 
* KELP MEAL 
* OREENSAND 

send For our J 2  pa ge ca t a l og 

TAYLOR'S 
HERB GARDEN, INC. 

1535 Lone Oak Road 

Vista, California 92084 

(619) 727-3485 

• Fine herb plants shipped 
directly to your home. 

• Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

• Since 1 947. 

• Send $1 . 00 for complete catalog 
listing oj herb plants and seeds . 
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Bamboo in Permaculture Design 
by Rick Valley 

First of all, a disclaimer - this is n ot 
"The Definitive Bamboo Article For 
Everyone". I am a firmly rooted (if trans
planted) northwestemer and my experience 
with tropical clumping bamboos and har
dy bamboos in other climates is limited. 
Even so, I think this article will be useful 
to readers in different regions. I hope 
others working with bamboo  and penna
culture will apply "seat to chair" and write 
up their ideas and findings, to be gathered 
into a single volume at a later date. 

Presently, bamboo in North America 
is mainly an ornamental plant The 
U.S.DA. plant introduction service and 
many individuals have worked hard to 
make bamboo available not just for 
beauty but for utility. Bamboo's future is 
on the small farm and in permaculture. 

The Northwestern USA includes the 
hardiness limits for bamboos on the west 
coast o f  North America The running 
bamboos of the genus Phyllostachys are 
our mainstay, and so we are learning most 
about them. These species are from 
China and Japan, areas with hot. rainy 
summers, a marked contrast to the N orth
west's normal summer drought I have 
seen no case of a Phyllostachys bamboo 
naturalizing here. 

The small, reed-like Sasa bambo os are 
another matter. Sasa palmata seems quite 
at home here, and the Sasa bamboos are 
not nearly as useful as larger types are, 
since the culms are small and curved and 
the shoots seldom large enough to eat 
There are also small, upright bamboos 
belonging to the Arundinaria and Pseudo
sasa genera which I have seen growing 
without care. These bamboos can be used 
for any purpose calling for small diameter 
material. 

Yet. though Phyllostachys bamboos 
are not "taking over", there are o ld. estab
lished groves o f  Phyllostachys bamboos 
here. Most of these that rve seen are 
along streams, where the lack o f  summer 
rainfall is replaced by the stream . I have 
heard horror stories o f  bamboo weediness 
from other regions - Virginia, Hawaii, 
Australia - and I recommend c onsulting 
with a local bamboo lover before you 
decide on whether you can use bamboo in 
your design, and which species may be 
best for OU. 

What about containment? 
It is important to remember that bam

boos are active plants - n o  passive barrier 
will permanently block them. Good 
barrier materials are not cheap or easy to 
install well. I consider barriers a last 
resort. and most appro priate in Zone 1 
areas. Wherever possible, use natural 
barriers that are landscape features- perma
nent water, well used paths and roads, 
established forest. and frequently used 
paddocks w ork very well . In my climate 
bamboos are generally reluctant to venture 
out across a dry, sunny area. 

Much bambusaphobia results from two 
common urban phenomenas. First. many 
people perceive concrete slabs and side
walks as barriers- but concrete protects the 
soil beneath from compaction, and adds 
runoff water to adjacent soil areas. Presto, 
a covered freeway for bamboo. Second. 
people will plant bamboo by a lawn and 
panic when the bamboo tries to usurp the 
position o f  the grass more dear to the 
heart of the average American. 

More important than barriers is initial 
placement. and appropriate maintainance 
(harvesting). Don't expect bamboo to 
stay put if you plant it near a temptation 
such as fertile soil or extra water. Bam
boo will invariably run away from shade 
more than it will run toward shade. 

Yearly harvesting of 4-year old culms 
will allow new growth in the existing 
grove, and yield top quality poles. Any 
surplus shoots should be eaten. Shoots 
grow quickly. If we look forward to bam
boo shoot season, as they do in the 
Orient, it's less likely that they will grow 
tall and inedible before we select those we 
should cat 

When planting a grove it may 
be appropriate to grade the soil 
s o  drainage runs into the grove- .. 
s o  that the bamboo does not t.}, ,;.�! 
move towards an adjacent liiGwi:i-� 
moist area. 

In a planting where bar-
riers are used there are some 
additional considerations. 

,, 
Bamboos naturally have a • •  
heavy leaf drop, especially 
in dry weather. The result-
ing leaf litter can cover the top o f a barrier 
and enable a runner to hop over and escape 
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unseen - it's important t o  keep the top of 
any barrier exposed. The necessary barrier 
depth is tricky question. depending on soil 
type and whether or not the soil has been 
disturbed. In a heavy clay soil 18 in. may 
be all you need. In a deep, soft river bot
tom loam, you might need 3 or 4 ft 
Materials used for barriers include con
crete, aluminum and plastics. 

Running bamboos 

Running bamboos have special poten
tial in permaculture design because of the 
reinforcing effect of the interlacing under
ground rhizome system. Since bamboo is 
not harmed by flood waters, a grove can 
be used to stabilize a river bank, a vulner
able 10 year flood plain, or a sheet runoff 
area draining a pond. 

I doubt any more suitable plant could 
be found for an earthen dam. The runners 
would act as cables reinforcing the berm. 
and the shallow roots w ould not open 
leaks. I think the stabilizing effect w ould 
also help where drainage has been inter
fered with by road building. Ever since 
digging some bamboo out of  an urban 
midden, I've been thinking of using bam
boo t o  build natural gabions. A mixture 
of boulders, manure, tires, topsoil, bicy
cles and bamboo is immovable and well 
nigh indestructible. This ought to serve 
equally well to reinforce a hridge abutt.
ment or keep cars from straying off a 
curve. I'll be trying it soon. 

GJbions, Jn eJr/y Cjpd sur
viving mJinstJr of Chine� 
cin1 engineerinx, Jre es
senliJ/1.v huge, I, • -,,e/v 
woven bJmboo ··Js/,efs 
full of rocks used to st,1bi-
llze riverbJnks ,1nd wJter
fronls. An emplv RJbion is 
pictured. 

Illustration '?; Stuart Chapman, from 
Toe Boole o Bamboo. e1984 by David 
Farrada 
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Other general characteristics of 
bamboos important to consider: 

l) Bamboos are evergreen. In my region, 
cold. dry wind can be very damaging. 
Wet winds do no harm. 

2) Bamboos have shallow roots. This 
means you can plant bamboo on a drain
field or graywater line. 

3) Different species have differing maxi
mum heights. You can choose a preset 
maximum height for your grove, or, to 
some extent. manage for less height by 
harvesting the largest shoots. 

4) Different species have different growth 
seasons or "shooting times". This 
means you can plant groves of different 
species to extend market harvesL Then 
too, the growing period is one of vulner
ability. In the N.W., early shooting 
varieties get adequate rain. while some 
species seem to want for warmth and 
rain. Unless irrigated. they won't begin 
growing until the rains return in Sep
tember, and the soft young culms are 
killed by frosL This means that you 
should plan to have irrigation available 
for late shooting varieties in the N. W. 

u.,,.. Ji, ,,.. p/.1nt• ' ,llf 
p,,,.,,,, . .,,,,,_t:/tl• ,,,, ., 
hr1m1H,,, lf'nt r Prun,nw 41 
tltr lnp , ,,..,,,,, ,1 drn<t#',, 
�,111t--, hJ,,,.,,., , -JU.J�.I· 
,,,1mhtu,. ,1 1,1,,,,,,,. ,._,,;/,p. 

(Hnr , f1ffll1'�tu•n. ,, . .,,., .. .,,.,.,,. 

Illustrations bb Stuart Chapman, from 
The Book of amboo, @1984 by David 

. Farrada . 

5) Humans are not the only ones to eat 
bamboo. Rodents love bamboo rhi
zomes (runners). Gophers can make the 
most rampant bamboo look like a 
clumping type. Goats and cattle will 
browse what they can. Poultry will 
molest young plants. A permacultural 
method of bamboo removal I haven't 
tried goes thusly: In winter, clearcut 
the grove. When shoots first break the 
surf ace, pen hogs in the area until the 
shoots stop coming up. 

6) Just as with trees, bamboo will yield 
the best poles from the inside of a 
closed canopy grove. Culms on the edge 
will be curved, with more taper and 
branching, and less useful. For good 
yields, a rule of thumb is to have the 
ground area of the grove reflect the 
height of the variety, i.e. a grove of 
30ft. tall P. meyeri covering a space 
30fL x 40ft., or a grove of 70fL P. 
bambusoides covering 60fL x 140fL 

7) Bamboos will tolerate flooding and silt 
deposition. Experience in the Orient, 
France and California shows that flood
plain plantings will minimize bank 
erosion, trap silt, and slow flood waters. 
Swale plantings are also a possibility. 

8) Flowering is a rare occurence that can 
sap much of the energy of a grove, but 
it doesn't necessarily mean death of the 
planL Seed is rare enough that flower
ing represents an opportunity for inter
national gerplasm exchange. Contact 
Hans Erkin of the Bamboo Network 
(Australia) for information on the 
bamboo seed exchange. 

A llo4titw·11--ht1 •1lf"t•k-1-,.f 
,,,.alo./lwodolilf" 1J1rd in 
l,S:? lo, ,_.,,,,, ;,,;,, •. 
lion fl/OiHls. rM lumbot1 
'"'" -u '"°""' bo,rd 

.,, ,i,;ht, th,,11c on th• ,_. 
•rt m(",r,�ruc al -•�r in 1 
,;,,. hn• I. fltic m•lltod it 
111olwhl1· ,,•" old n w,11 
.,, 11·r1 iJr.lctK,1/. 

Cr110 tM litm o,- l,JmPun 
rt-inl'nrct'd r,mrrrtr ,t.,h. 
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Some economic considerations for 
permaculture designers: 

1} If the design calls for cut, seasoned 
bamboo poles as a yield, plan adequate 
space under a roof for vertical storage. 

2) Bamboo is already growing in roost 
regions where it can be grown. If you 
want to grow bamboo, by all means 
start planting elite varieties, but it's 
also possible to begin using whatever 
you can find! Most groves are neglec 
and owners are happy to work: ex
changes. Be reliable and improve your 
adopted groves, and you'll learn an 
amazing amount. 

3) There has never been a better time for 
planting bamboo in North America. 
Access to gerrnplasm is at a high due to 
the American Bamboo Society building 
on earlier work by the U.S.D.A., and 
with increased numbers of Asian resi
dents and the general increase in interest 
in Asian culture there are better market 
opportunities and more cultural know
ledge (of all types) available. 

4) Bamboo poles are imported in large 
numbers to the U.S., so you may not 
be able to price your product to com
pete. On the other hand, specialty 
material, such as flute stock, or green 
cane for basketry, is in,demand. If you 
need poles in your own operation, 
especially if you're not near a port, it 
will be more advantageous to grow your 
own. Note: this is the 1987 situation. 
Japan now imports bamboo or makes it 
out of plastic, and will shipping charges 
from China likely decrease? 

l•mboo cultw1tion r•· 
IMds north of V•Mnu•·rr. ,. c .. on ,,,. fl1cific C OISI. 
St1n indic•tr suuntrd rr-
8iotMI r•p#riml!nt•I <l!fl· 
trrs fo, diltribution ol 
punt, ·Ind trliflitta of 
work-. 

• 
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Allelopathy 5) Bamboo shoots in brine and canned are 

imported to North America in quantity. 
There is unproven opportunity to mar
ket fresh shoots, but perishibility is 
quicker than for sweet com. Therefore, 
proximity to markets is vital. 

A Bamboo Guild 

I have been looking for instances of 
allelopathy working against bamboo. 
Sunchokes seem fairly antagonistic, but 
whether or not they will stop running 
rhizomes, I can't say. Black Walnut has 
no effect on bamboo besides shading. 

I am trying to put together a good list 
of companion plants for hardy bamboos. 
It's not ready yet, but I do have some 
favorites. Bamboo needs water, sunlight, 
nitrogen, and shelter from dry winds. 
Conifers can provide the shelter. Bamboos 
grown among conifers will have longer 
intemodes (the part between joints) and 
will be superior for some craft uses. 

An excellent plant to use at the edge of 
a bamboo grove is daylilly (Hemero
callis), which occurs natively with bam
boo in the Orient. Another perennial 
which George Gonzales recommends is 
comfrey, which shades the soil and brings 
up deep nutrients until it is ultimately 
shaded out by the bamboo. 

Most animals use bamboo primarily 

Nitrogen-fixing plants as associates of 
bamboo are being investigated by many 
people. Black locust (Robinia) has been 
tried at New Alchemy Institute and by 
myself. My findings are that Robinia's 
shallow roots compete for water, and irri
gation provokes such rampant growth that 
the Robinia is weak and loses branches in 
wind and rain. Any digging (for bambo0 
shoots or divisions) will possibly cause 

for shelter. Deer bed in one of my nursery 
plots. Chickens and waterfowl will shel
ter in stands of smaller bamboos that 
hawks can't maneuver in. Children will 
adopt groves for piay. Even large herbi
vores need only be excluded from a grove 
during the short growing season, if the 
bamboo is large enough that they can't 

• push it over and browse. 

suckers to start from the Robinia's roots. 
An important N-fixing native in the N.W. is 

alder (Alnus ). At Aprovecho Institute, near 
Cottage Grove, Oregon, they have tried planting 
bamboo in small clearings within alder stands. So 
far it appears that alders bordering the clearings can 
reclose the canopy before the bamboo reaches a 
competitive height I am hoping to try establish
ing bamboo among alder coppice. 

George Gonzales of Bolinas, CA, says that 
Scotch broom (Cytisus spp.), a leguminous shrub, 
makes a good nurse plant for bamboo. I have used 
common legume cover crops in new bamboo plant
ings with good results. Perhaps other N-fixing 
plants will prove useful in bamboo permaculture. 
My experience tells me the ideal tree would be deep 
rooted and moisture loving. 

The rose family also seems to coexist with 
bamboo. In Seattle, Portland and other urban areas 
bamboo often mixes with forest edge Rosaceaous 
plants such as plum, cherry laurel (Primus spp.}, 
and blackberry and raspberry (Rubus spp.). I'll be 
using raspberry in future plantings as a way to get a 
harvest before bamboo begins to yield. 

"My first big bamboo rrove." 
Photo by Yazzolino Productions . 

-

For Further Information: 
There are some hardy bamboos which 

are not of the genus Phyllostachys, and 
even some that don't run. Could any of 
them be useful for you? Do you live in a 
warmer region and have more options in 
species selection? 

rll refer you to the American Bamboo 
Society, 1 101 San Leon Ct, Solana 
Beach, CA 92075 (619) 481-9869. An 
SASE will get you their bamboo source 
list, and a $15 membership will get you 
the newsletters and addresses of members. 
A local aficionado may be your best 
resource. There are A.B.S. chapters in 
most regions where bamboo will grow. 
Plant sales are a common activity. 

Other good contacts are The European 
Bamboo Network. 14 East Lane, Morton, 
Bourne, S. Lincolnshire PElO ONW 
(U.K..), $15/yr.; and the Bamboo Network 
(Australia), Glen Esk Road, Rollands 
Plains, 2441 NSW, Australia, $4 (Aust) 
per issue. 
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The best bamboo bibliography is in 
David Farelly'$ JJJe Book; of Bamboo. 
Sierra Oub Books. The next issue of The 
Journal of the American Bamboo Society 
(pub. date late '87) will contain the defini
tive bamboo bibliography. An especially 
useful though out-of-print book is S,ww 
on the PhysioJQiY of Bamboo: with 
reference to practical application. (Kyoto 
University Forests Bulletin 30, 1960). 

About the autlwr. Rick Valley is co
owner of Northern Groves Nursery, 
specializing in bamboo, and a graduate of 
a Pennaculture Design Course sponsored 
by PINA in 1986. He has served as presi
dent ('86-87) and is currently the news
letter editor of the Northwest Chapter of 
the American Bamboo Society. 

Currently working as a consultant on 
bamboo and as a pennaculture design 
consultant trainee, Rick states that he's 
"interested in working with other de
signers, in working with surface water, 
and in team teaching. I realized I needed 
intense involvement with horticulture 
while living and traveling in South 

The Permaculture Activist 

From the introduction to The Book of 
Bamboo, e 1984 by David Farrelly, 

"Astonishing vitality, great versatility, 
lightweight strength, ease in working with 
simple tools, striking beauty in both its 
natural and finished state - these qualities 
have given bamboo a longer and more 
varied role in human cultural evolution 
than any other planL It has been most 
widely used for shelter, food, paper and 
countless articles of daily life like chop
sticks, mats and baskets. But in addition 
... bamboo has run a hundred hidden errands 
in human history, ... from skyscraper scaf
folding in Tokyo and phonograph needles 
in America to slide rules, skins of air
planes, and diesel fuels. Medicines for 
asthma. hair and skin salves, eyewashes, 
potions for lovers and poisons for rivals 
have all been extracted from different por
tions of the plant .. Bamboo is cosmopoli
tan in habitat. a plant with a thousand 
faces, a miracle mutant of adaptive forms: 
It tolerates extremes of drought and drown
ini from 30 to 250 inches of annual 
rainfall. It thrives in ... every continent 
but Europe ... What constitutes proper 
"limits of growth" is a theme of present
day economic debate. It is interesting that 
bamboo, which has extended its life limits 
further than most organisms in duration, 
distribution. and rambunctious vitality, is 
first cited in world literature as a symbol of 
a sane restraint 

America." 
·� Peopl� in woode11. bo�ses 
.·.• .· sh9uld plant frees/', · . . 
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cont. from Home-Scale Wastewater, pg 17 
currently worldng with the NABC site 
committee on a bioregionally oriented 
Pennaculture Design Course (see page 
26). Gap Mountain Permaculture sends 
occasional reports to The Permacultun 
&1ni.tt - the last two issues (Aug. and 
Nov., 1987) describe their "Household 
Wetlands Project", which they are imple
menting as an alternative wastewater 
treatment system. 

New Alchemy Institute, which 
publishes 'Home-Scale Wastewater Treat
ment" and other technical reports, is a 
nonprofit, research and educational organ
ization. 

Membership levels: Regular $35: 
Contributing $50; Sustaining $100; 
Sponsor $2.50; Patron $500; Life $1000; 
Student/Low Income. Membership 
benefits: New Alchemy Quarterly. 
Admission to guided tours, notification of 
special events and courses, plus 20% off 
courses and workshops and purchases at 
the Institute's Visitors' Center -
publications & T-shirts. 

Short questions on bamboo and catalog requests will be 
answered when accompanied with SASE. "Bamboos in the 
Maritime Northwest" a paper listing varieties established or 
being evaluated by N.W. growers, is available for $3. 
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Reforesting the World: 
a Permaculture Perspective - Part 2 
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Zone 3 is the zone of extensive field 

agriculture and pastures. Tree planting 
here can largely follow that in Z.one 2. 
Shelterbelts, windbreaks, hedgerows, land by Michael Pilarski, 

Friends of the Trees Society. Reforestation in the Third World and field boundary plantings, agroforestry, 
based on Permaculture Zones wide tree spacing in pastures and partial 

Ecosystem rehabilitation There are an estimated 462 million conversion of field areas to woodlots and 
What better investment of funds (ie. hectares of cropland in developing coun- tree plantations to yield firewood and other 

labor and materials) is there than ecosys- tries. Planting this land to an average of products. Zone 3 can be the place where 
tern rehabilitation? Establishing forests 25% tree cover would create the equivalent fuel is grown for export to urban areas. 
and trees, stopping erosion, building up of 1 15 million hectares of new forest (277 Zone 3 is where Africa can produce the 
soil fertility and biomass, improving million acres). Planting trees in waste raw material for its enormous consump-
grasslands - all are means to restore the areas and non-cropland within Zones 1, 2 tion of charcoal. 
productivity of the land and its biosys- and 3 will add to this figure. Once the world's Zone 3 areas are 
terns . Thus we create true riches. How Zone 1 (close to the home) is the adequately planted to trees there will be 
can an endeavor (strip mining, logging, easiest area to protect and tend trees. In will be little need for exploitation of 
overfishing, overgrazing, farming that most Third World situations the best place natural resources in Z.one 4 areas . Much 
causes erosion, etc.) be said to make a to start is at people's houses, yards, and of the world could be rehabilitated to 
profit if it degrades the natural produc- compounds with fruit, nut, other food "wilderness" . 
tivity of an ecosystem?. When we degrade trees; and multipurpose trees for medicine, Zone 4 is the land beyond the fences 
natural systems, all of humanity loses, firewood, structural timbers; etc. These and includes grazing lands, forests, scrub, 
other life forms lose, Earth loses. trees have will have other values such as and wastelands - the places which in many 

Some ecosystem rehabilitation pro- shade, wind/weather abatement, air filter- countries are the "commons" where people 
jects obviously will take the work of ing, purifying and oxygenation, etc. go to hunt, forage, gather firewood, and 
generations. Helping along natural plant Zone 2 is a labor-intensive agricul- escape human pressures. In areas where 
succession, slowly building up soil fertil- tural zone in most peasant agricultural population density is high ·there may be 
ity so that new species of plants can • regions. Many peasant farmers only own enough local human labor to reforest Zone 
grow, regreening the Earth will require an acre or two, all of which is entirely 4 areas. In low population areas, there 
years of dedicated work. It is not enough within Zone 2. Here is the place for shel- will be more need for non-local tree plan-
to stop the spreading of deserts - how do terbelts, windbreaks, hedgerows, agrofor- ters and outside funding. In many places 
we reverse them? How do we reclaim estry systems, alleycropping, and multiple- if the human impacts (such as livestock 
deserts, strip mines, gullies, salted lands, story perennial polycultures. The mix of grazing, firewood gathering, an increase in 
etc.? How do we reforest a mountain trees, perennial and annual crops and live- fire periodicity, logging, etc.) are stopped 
slope which has eroded down to bedrock? stock must be determined on a site by site or lessened, nature can take its course and 
The more severe the damage and harsher basis depending on owner's desires, heal the land. 
the environment, the longer it will take. climate/soil parameters , local knowledge Since Zone 4 areas are often consi 

Nature can do it alone, but with con- and practices. to be commons, reforestation and rehab-
scious human participation the processes After Zone 2 has its quota of trees, ilitation projects need a great deal of 
can be sped up. We still need wild areas, crop yields will increase and show greater community understanding and support. 
and indeed, should plan to greatly increase stability in the face of climatic fluctua- Protection of trees is vitally important in 
these areas instead of diminishing them tions. Most home fuelwood needs can be many parts of the world where grazing 
further. As rehabilitation proceeds, more met from Zone 2, thus reducing the pres- pressure is severe. Protection costs may 
land will reach a higher state of produc- sure on native woodland and scrubland. be as much as 50% of a tree planting 
tivity, and thus it will be easier to meet More local needs will be met without project's cost 
human needs using less of the world's land importated goods and living standards will 
area (concommittant with lower human be improved in many ways. 
population). ff'.,.,_..,, ,.., 'I ,1, 

A revised goal for reforestation 
In part 1 of this article [published in 

The Pennaculture Activist. Nov. 1987] I 
stated a world reforestation goal of plant
ing 3 .2 trillion trees (an average of 400 
trees/acreJ on 8 billion acres. Further 
research indicates this may be higher then 
necessary to regreen the Earth. Perhaps an 
average of 300 trees/acre on 5 billion acres 
will be sufficient Only 1.5 trillion trees! 
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What Trees to Plant. 
Permaculture teaches us to be adapt

able. There are literally thousands of tree 
species to choose from. and tens of 
thousands of subspecies, ecotypes and 
cultivars. Each site is unique and each 
client 0and-owner) is unique. We should 
select species that are : well adapted to the 
site, will grow well with minimal care; 
provide for the needs of the landholder; an 
familiar to the local people. 
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Native trees should be emphasized 
wherever appropriate. The % of native 
species to non-native species will go up 
as we plant further from Zone 1 .  Zones 1 
and 2 are intensively managed so food 
trees will predominate. Since many areas 
do not have a large variety of native food 
trees w choose from. we will often end up 
with a large % of non-native trees in 
Zones 1 and 2, but even here it is well to 
mix in native species for ecological func
tions (insect pest/predator dynamics). 
Zone 4 should contain predominantly (or 
100%) native species to help achieve 
equilibirum with native pest/predator 
relationships, fill native wildlife needs, 
and reestablish (insofar as possible) native 
plant communities. 

Choose tree species in regard to how 
much care they will receive. In Zones 1 
and 2 a greater variety of trees can be used 
including fruit trees that might need water
ing, protection, cultivation, pruning, 
harvesting, etc. 

The less care trees will receive, the 
mo re important it is to cho ose species 
carefully so that they will survive and 
thrive despite vagaries of weather and 
stresses, i.e., drought tolerant, spiny to 
resist grazing, salt tolerant in alkaline 
soils, etc. 

Nitrogen fixing trees should be incor
porated into planting schemes whenever 
possible, particularly in poor soils with 
low Nitrogen (N) content N-fixing trees 
provide their own N, and they can supply 
crops and other neighboring plants with N 
through leaf litter and root exudates. Most 
leguminous trees are N-fixing, but many 
non-leguminous trees fonn associations 
with bacteria (of the genus Frankia) which 
fix atmospheric Nitrogen. 

Choosing species is diffi- cult as data 
is so scattered. Printed and computerized 
plant species indexes are being developed 
that will greatly aid species selection for 
widely varying sites (the Friends of the 
Trees 1988 Yearbook will review several 
dozen plant species indexes). 

Mimic the natural forest 
Monocultures should be avoided. 

Always plant a mix of tree types, not just 
deciduous fruit trees, or broad.leaf ever
greens, or conifers and include upper story 
trees, middle story trees, understory trees, 
edge species, shade tolerant species, thin 
crowns, heavy crowns, columnar, broad, 
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pyramidical cr own, etc. Besides stacking 
above ground, take into consideration the 
root systems below ground - tap rooted, 
horizontal, wedge shaped, shallow, etc. 
Take advantage of every strata of the so il 
possible. Of course, shallow bedrock, 
shallow water tables, hardpans and soil 
type may limit types of root systems 
possible. 

Trees for Whom 
For reforestation projects to work, 

they must be centered around "trees for 
people". Local people have to plant trees 
and insure they will survive. It may be 
appropriate in the Pacific Northwest of 
North America to hire non-local, profes
sional tree planters, but it will not do in 
many parts of the world where trees need 
active protection or they'll be eaten or cut 
down. The trees should be owned by the 
people who care for them. All legal 
rights to the tree and its products should 
beloi:ig to the people who tend them. This 
is how trees will get adequate care. If trees 
are to belong to those who plant and care 
for them then land reform is needed 
throughout the world. Give the land to the 
tillers - not absentee landlords, giant 
estates, corporate farms. 

The majority of reforestation projects 
in the world thus far have been tree plant
ations to supply pulpwood or timber for 
industrial use. Notable exceptions are the 
Great Shelterbelt plantings on the Great 
Plains in the U.S. during the 1930's and 
40's (the WPA and CCC days); and the 
extensive shelterbelt systems in the 
USSR and, most recently, in China. 

In the 1970's "Community Forestry" 
was the watchword for development agen
cies. All too often the phrase was used as 
a cover for industrial wood production 
projects which did little good for local 
people, especially the nara1 poor. In the 
1980's a new phrase is being heard, 
"Social Forestry", i.e. forestry projects 
which benefit the local community, 
especially the poorer segments of society. 
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it will fail, and failures there have been 
aplenty. Out of thousands of development 
projects in Africa, Asia and Latin America 
there are relatively few successes. Many 
projects have made matters worse for local 
people and the local environment 

In a study done of 10 billion dollars in 
aid to stop desertification in Africa, 90% 
of the money went for building roads, drill 
ing wells and other development projects; 
some of which actually hasten desertifi
cation. Only 10% went to projects directly 
related to stopping desertification. 

Most of the-little bit of money present
ly allocated to reforestation, halting 
desertification, etc. does not do any good. 
We need whole new conduits of funds for 
agricultural aid. tree planting, soil conser 
vation, etc. Money needs to be gotten to 
grass-roots groups as directly as possible. 
Aid should create independence rather than 
dependency. Seeds, tools and training can 
be appropriate aid in many situations, but 
not used indiscrirnantly. 

Trees ror other lifeforms 
Besides trees for local people, It is 

also important to plant trees for native 
wildlife, birds, insects and other biota not 
just because some of these lifeforms are 
hunted for food or are useful in pest/insect 
control, or have other beneficial uses to 
humans, or are charismatic (bears, wolves. 
elephants); but because all life has a right 
to coexistence. We plant native trees 
because every species should have enough 
space to survive. If a local tree species is 
endangered it would behoove people to 
propagate and plant additional trees to hel 
it regain a viable population size, even if 
the tree does not have a known human 
use. Who knows what each species' 
purposes are in the local web of life • . •  

After decades of failures due to -.. :_.� � outsiders imposing their projects it is 
\ ,;J;t becoming more and more obvious to 

' 
) · 

development and aid workers that for a 
project to be successful the local people � :7 
must have a large hand in the planning, -� \� . ;::- -·- :· 
must "want" the project to succeed. If they .-�-1--::�� 
do not understand the reason for the pro- " · · _/":-;.·· 
ject, or feel indifferent or threatened by it, : /�_.

:-
:· 
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How much does it cost to grow 
and plant a tree overseas ? 

The cost of establishing trees is a 
subject that Friends of the Trees is 
particularly interested in. I have heard 
quotes as low as 10 cents per tree (to grow 
out, plant and give a year of follow up 
care) all the way up to $3.00 per tree. 
Some tree planting projects by aid 
agencies probably run as high as a $100 
budget per tree (see pp. 34-40 in � 
of the Trees 1986 Yearbook for more 
information on tree planting costs). 

Another factor that needs to be 
considered is tree survival rate. High 
mortality rates are the norm for programs 
which do not consult the local people. 
Programs which are run by enthusiastic 
local people are much more likely to have 
high tree survival rates. 

What can permaculture learn from 
traditional cultures? 

The knowledge of peasant agricultur
ists is of great importance to permaculture 
and to sustainable agriculture worldwide. 
Permaculture offers a framework to incor
porate the best of the world's traditional 
farming and ecosystem management 
practices. What are examples of polycul
tures, multiple cropping, companion 
planting, etc., now used in traditional 
cultures? Peasant agriculturists often have 
special labor saving techniques and tools. 
Permaculturists and people practicing 
sustainable agriculture must observe the 
best of these traditional practices, then 
synthesize and disseminate them. 

We can also learn a lot from hunter/ 
gatherer societies, cultures that are facing 
extermination right now. Every year, a 
number of indigenous cultures go extinct 
or the last of a traditional people die of old 
age or are shot Their knowledge can offer 
permaculturists many insights into: eco
system dynamics, harvesting methods, and 
recognition of multiple ways to extract 
resources from the environment without 
damaging the productivity and integrity of 
the whole system. There is already a 
tremendous amount of information to be 
found in the enthnobotanical literature, 
but so much more ecoiogical/agricultural 
wisdom still exists in those many villages 
where agribusiness or the military has not 
taken over. It remains as local knowledge 
not yet written down. 
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Here is yet another job for aspiring 
perrnaculturists. Travel to the hinterlands 
of the remaining indigenous people and 
learn from them - go as a student We can 
be teachers too, but only with due humil
ity, caution and respect Within each 
culture there are some bits of ecological 
wisdom, forest and herbal knowledge, 
locally adapted seeds, and unique tools that 
can be put to good use by people in other 
places. 

Editor's Mte: This is the second part 
of an article begun in The Permaculture 
Activist Nov., 1987. Topics in the first 
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part of the article included: forests and the 
global Carbon cycle; tree crops; how 
many trees would it take to reforest the 
world; cost of planting trees; how many 
tree planters would it take; where to plant 
the trees; and, forest compost as an energy 
source. 

This article will be continued our next 
issue and will appear in its complete form 
in the Friends of the Trees 1988 Yearbook 
(pre-publication price: $5.00). Friends of 
the Trees Society, PO Box 1466, Chelan, 
WA 98816. 

,. '\�eei� -'. 1  &Q, - We chose .,-rees for Life" as the theme 
') \,,�) for the last issue of The Permacultur,: 

� without knowing that it is the name 
of a nonprofit group based in Wichita, Kansas. Trees for Life provides " ... funding, 
management and education for people to grow their own trees which provide low-cost, 
self-renewing, sources of food and fuel. Together, we will plant five million food trees 
over the next ten years and establish models which will be duplicated by others ... A 
Simple idea, yes, but the imparct is powerful. People are supplied with trees grown in 
local nurseries and are provided with technical information for the planting and 
cultivation of the trees. They, in tum help others to do the same. 'Through their own 
labor, the hungry become self-sufficient. They receive opportunity and HOPE instead 
of handouts." Donations to Trees for Life are tax-deductible. 

The following is excerpted from a letter Balbir Mathur v.rote to Friends of the 
Trees in August, 1986. It is an example of the type of information we would like to 
publish about the costs of tree planting in third world countries. 

" ... we have distributed over 150,000 Papaya seeds this year as blessings from 
different temples. These seeds were distributed in villages and we expect that a vast 
majority of these seeds will be planted. We are currently trying to raise funds to 
distribute another 3,000,000 seeds by the end of this year. Our cost in this effort is 
very small. We figure that it costs us only six to seven cents to put 15 of these seeds 
in the hand of the farmers. Each Papaya tree is supposed to produce between 30 to 100 
kg of fruit each year. Even if a small percentage of these seeds were actually planted, 
you can well imagine the number of trees that such a project would add and the amount 
of nutrition that people in the viallges will recieve directly. 

Our nursery stock for fuel trees is costing us between five to six cents per plant. In 
the Chitauri village in UiP [province], where we have wotked for the last three years, 
we have made a commitment to a cooperative of ten women to pick up their entire 
production of 100,000 trees next year. Our cost in this will be a little higher since 
these trees will be grown under strict supemsion and to our specification and we will 
have cost of managing the project. The main interest in our undertaking this nursery is 
to help the women get started. This would be a major development in this village. 

The nursery stock for fruit trees is averaging approximately 50 to 55 cents per tree, 
including transportation. The quality of fruit stock JS not entirely satisfactory and there 
is also a problem in obtaining the number of trees that we will require. Some new 
private nurseries are emerging in cooperation with western companies and they are 
quolillg prices up to two dollars for fruit tree stock. We clearly see the need for starting 
our own nurseries in order to supply the number of trees that we will require in the next 
few years. 

In our old budget we had estimated the _price of the nursery stock @ 50 cents per 
tree - all for fruit trees. We had correctly anticipated the need to have funds available 
with us a couple of years in advance before planting could take place. 

For example, the sum spent in the year three for nursery stock would be to prepare 
the trees for coming years, not for trees that year. Those are cash flow figures rather 
than the cost of trees planted that year. 

Trees and materials were estimated @ $1.00 per tree. This included 50¢ for the cost 
of fruit tree and � for materials such as fertilizers, insecticides and in some cases 
fencing materials etc. For fruit trees, these costs are still valid. 

The mortality rate ranged from 20% for fuel trees in well managed conditions to up 
to 50'*1 for cittus trees. Our mortality rate will drop this year because of the experience 
gained. Cost of planting fruit trees in India is not only the cost of materials. Our 
experience has been that the major cost is in providing ongoing support in the initial 
years. We are developing nx>dels there which we hope will have wide aptJlication in 
India and hopefully elsewhere. I will continue to share this information with you." 

Balbir Mathur, Trees for Life. .� 
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Sheet Co1nposting and Wild Edibles The more vigorous the lawn or native 
planes below your layered garden. the 

©1986, by Robert Kourik 

Editor's note: This has been excerpted 
from Robert's book. Desii=nin2 and 
Maioraioini= Your Edible Landscape 
&mcallY. an excellent manual on 
practical and theoretical permaculture 
r.echniques, available for $ 16.9S + $1.SO 
postage from: The Edible Book, PO Box 
1841, Santa Rosa, CA 95402 or from 
Permaculture Resources, see pages 20-23. 

ability to decompose. 1be ideal ratio for thicker the sheet compost and the paper 
healthy, rapid decomposition is 30: 1. If layer must be. Three to five sheets ex 
the ratio is greater than 30 pans carbon, newspaper or one to three sheets of card-
there is too much carbon and not enough board are usually sufficient, but you 
nitrogen for rapid decomposition; such ma. should experiment with the thickness. 
terials need a nitrogen-rich material such Be sure to greatly overlap the edges to 
as manure to adjust the ratio. A material prevent vining, runner-rooted plants from 
with a ratio below 30 bas a high quantity twisting up through the layered sheets. 
of nitrogen and will give off nitrogen as a Try soaking the newspaper briefly, or 
gas unless mixed with more weedy mater- soak the cardboard for an hour or so - it 
ials. If you start on top of dense sod. the makes the layering process easier. 

Once you become addicted to the su- first layer should be manure because the The safest paper to use is the news-
perior flavor and nutrition of wild foods, fibrous mat of dead leaves and roocs needs print in a newspaper, because black and 
you can naturalize your favorites in extra nitrogen in order to decompose. colored inks are made from organic pig-
patches in your edible landscape. Wild Put down as many layers as you have ments in order to save money .• The 
edible patches do not fit many peoples the time or materials for. Six inches is colored inks used on glossy paper may 
ideas of pretty. The beauty in wild edibles the minimum depth to start with. The contain toxic elements - such as lead. 
is their taste. their nutritional superiority, result is like a flat, miniature compost cadmium. and mercury - some of which 
and the ease with which they grow. If pile, which is why this method is called can be absorbed by your plants. Avoid 
you like, hide these "weedy" patches sheet composting. Don't forget that the yellow and red inks, because they are 
behind a hedge or the garage. initial application of sheet compost re- potentially the most toxic. Ironically, 

The secret of naturalizing wild edibles quires great amounts of materials. A few of the pages from the major gardening 
is to establish your chosen plants in such cubic yard of bulky mulch will cover 100 magazines are safe to use in your garden. 
a way that other plants cannot compete. square feet only 3 to 4 inches deep. Nobody wants to look at a l.andseape 
The technique I favor for starting a wild Some of the raw materials you use littered with the Sunday paper, so be cos-
patch combines sheet composting, which will be full of seeds. Left co sprout, these metic. Cover the layer of paper with a 
is like a short version of a typical com- renegade seeds may out-compete the plants "seed free" mulch. Compost prepared by 
post pile, with a biodegradable weedkiller you are tryng to establish. To smother the hot method, where temperatureS of 
newspaper and cardboard. Toxic herbi- them. put down a layer of n...--wspaper CX' 140° to 160° F are generated throughout 

cides are unnecessary. cardboard. This same biodegradable weed the pile, ordinarily will have very few 
The key to this system is to never killer helps to maae sure that any noxious viable seeds. Even so; if you make your 

disturb the soil. If you till or cultivate. weeds that were in the raw materials don't own compost, avoid adding plants with 
especially the upper layers, you encourage survive. The newspaper and caidboards mature seed heads and plants with vigor-
formerly buried seeds to sprouL Well temporary barriers. In a season m two. ous running roots. such as periwinkle, 
mulched, no-till gardens eliminate most when they are no longer needed, they will crabgrass, and ivy. 
weeding. Only the seeds in bird droppings have decompmed. and even added a small To be lazy, skip compost. Each re-
and those blown in by the wind will amount of organic matter and nutrients to gion of the country has a variety of seed-
sprout in your garden. the soil. free materials. Look for leaf molds. wood 
The Recipe chips, salt bay, sand, ��w. sawdust, 

5 ..... without tilling right on top of seaweed, and I.awn clippings. ..... • eai11a11ed, paae 19 
whatever is there - grass or bare soil (see 
Fig. 1). First. apply a one-time applica-
tion of organic fertilizers-slow release 
rock powders such as colloidal phos- �-u.ve""v �"' 
phate and granite dust- which nourish �

1 

=---�,sa;:;-;;,;;r;;n::3&::3- �-�--
strong growth for years. If necessary. � .,.��· -� :- �.;----
b�ance the pH with � for_ acidic J . .=:,. ·� ---�if.-:,._,. soils or sulfur for alkaline soils. 1 L- - o,., ·  :-.:= ... 

Next, add layers of raw ma·.-.:Ala I -·-r·-· "I I I - �Jl::tit:'t' 

-- � � -----Oeaves. clippings. man� sawdust, _ �'llfl"' 
and so on), mixing the layers to achive 
a carbon-to-nitrogen ratio of between 20 
and 30 parts of carbon to 1 part nitrogen. 
[an excellent appendix listing C-to-N 
ratios appears in Kourik's book.] This 
ratio can .be used to judge a material's 

Figure 1. Sheet compostina ii a very � way 
to improve IOil without digging. lllustnlica by 
Maia Mwion. Cl986 by Robert Kaurit. 

... ., ... 

Figure 2. Windbrulcs help keep invasive seeds 
from blowiq iJdo « cut of your self-aeedia& 
vegetable fflL lllustntioa by Maia Muaioa. 
C1986 by Robert Kourit. 
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Home-Scale 
Wastewater Treatrnent 
continued from page l . . .  

The Permaculture Activist 

blow heated air through the toilet. evapor
ating excess liquid and displacing much of 
the required heating load. The larger units 
are designed entirely around the prcx:ess of 

in a room below the bathroom. The solar heating and evaporation. 
smaller units fit inside a bathroom and are The humus which is removed from a 
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facturers and distributors such as CliVUs 
Multrum or Ecos Water Conservation 
Systems are usually willing to help in the 
battle, especially if their system is the one 
that you are considering. 

characterized by a heating element that compost toilet can be used as a fertilizing Greywater 
evaporates excess fluids. Owner-built soil amendmen� recomposted or buried. Provisions for greywater management 
models are variations on the larger type. If used as fertilizer, care should be taken must be built into all compost toilet . 

Advantages of the larger models that the compost is free of pathogens. systems. Greywater can be used or dis-
include minimal energy use (though sorre This can be accomplished by heating it to posed of in a number of ways. Depending 
now incorporate heating elements within sterilization temperatures ( 150°F) for at on the greywater source and household's 
them), minimal maintenance require- least one hour, or allowing the material to situation, cenain treatment and reuse 
ments, and their ability to absorb shock compost for a period of at least one year. schemes are more appropriate than others. 
(excess) loading. Advantages of smaller It is recommended that the compost not be A septic tank and leach field system 
units include minimal space requirements used on garden vegetables such as root and can be used for primary treatment of grey-
and ability to pasteurize the compost leaf crops that have edible parts which water to separate solids and grease from 

Disadvantages of the larger units are will come in direct contact with it Fruit the waste stream. Some states allow a re-
fluid build-up, lack of proper aeration or trees and shrubs are the best recipients duction in the size of the leach field when 
mixing mechanisms, excessive ventilation from a health standpoint Reporr.ed cases a composting toilet is used in a home. 
required (which can lead to a significant of contamination from composting toilet Sand filtration represents a cheap and 
heat loss in cold climates in the winter, materials are exceedingly rare, though, and most effective means of wastewater 
fly and pest control, and space require- these are merely precautions. purification. It is especially suited for the 
ments that often render retrofitting removal of organic material, suspended 
difficult or impossible. Liquid overflow Codes for Composting Toilets solids, BOD (Biological Oxygen De-
drains have been added to many systems in Codes penaining to the use of com- mand), and pathogens such· as bacteria, 
recent years, attesting to fluid build-up as posting toilets vary from state to state and viruses and the eggs and cysts of parasites. 
a problem. Large gatherings often cause from county to county within each state. After filtration, the effluent can be dis-
excess liquid accumulation. Options for Often they are frowned upon by health posed of in a reduced leach field or reused 
disposal of the fluid include dilution and officials who see them as little more than as 'utility' water to flush toilets, irrigate 
use as a fertilization agen� diversion for indoor privies. Health officials who have crops or water a lawn. 
treatment with the greywater (not recom- done their homework, however, understand When greywater is used for irrigating 
mended from an ecological standpoint) and the advantages and drawbacks to compost plants, certain precautions need to be 
addition to compost piles as a nitrogen toilets and have written special allowances taken. It should be dispersed over a large 
source. Owners have reponed that the in the codes for them. Examples of this area to avoid the build-up of ha:rmfu1 
fluid can be odorless or, if it does smell, include Maine where the poor soils and ingredients such as salts and it should be 
loses its odor quickly when applied to a rural culture hav� led the health depart- applied directly to soils, not sprayed, to 
compost pile. Addition of liquid absorb- ment to promote composting toilets; prevent the introduction of pathogens into 
ing materials such as peat or sawdust to a Massachusetts, were the DEQE allows for the air. Greywater should be diluted or 
composting toilet can reduce the excess a reduction of up to 40% of the size of the alternated with fresh water when applied 
fluid to some extent leach field when a composting toilet is potted plants or young seedlings. If 

Many manufacturers of composting used in the house; North Carolina, where possible, avoid using greywater on root CJ' 
toilets either design their systems to incc..-- certain systems have been monitored and leaf crops to be eaten raw, like .carrots 
porate a fan for ventilation or recommend approved; and Humboldt County, Califor- lettuce. Fruit trees, artichokes, and 
that one be installed in conjunction with nia. where special regulations have been ornamentals are appropriate recipients d 
the system. This helps to ensure positive wriuen into the codes which encourage greywater. Do not use greywater on lcil-
draft up the vent, removes odors from the alternatives to conventional systems by loving plants because it contains salts 
bathroom and increases liquid evaporation. promoting and monitoring experimental which can harm them. 
Its main drawback is the amount of heat systems. A good example of an appropriate 
lost through the large volume of air Sometimes a person who would like technology which integrates a number of 
leaving the house. In owner-built models to build a composting toilet into their systems is the use of greywater to irrig• 
a �olar chimney can be used effectively to home meets with resistance from a regula- crops grown in greenhouses. This techn<>-
provide adequate ventilation. ting agency. The best tactic to take in logy was developed by Abby Rockeffi 

Solar-asssist.ed composting toilets are this case is to accumulate information to and Carl Lindstrom (2) and has worked 
also being developed as adaptations on the persuade the agency th� an alternative well in their home greenhouses for the 
large and small styles. The solar compo- system will not only be reliable but pol- past ten years. The greenhouse beds are 
nent in the smaller units would be an lute less than a standard system. This is sized by the volume of greywater to be 
attached solar collector panel which would not hard to do and composting toilet manu processed. After pretreatment with a 

filter (a good model is manufactured by 
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Clivus Multrum), the effluent is pumped Bibliography and Resource List 
into the greenhouse soil beds. The soil 1. US EPA 1980, p ill  in Desi&D Manual-
beds are slightly sloped with a drain at the Onsjte Wastewater Treatment and 

Disposal Systems) 
lower end. Crops which are planted in the 2. 'Greywater for the Greenhouse', 
soil boxes take nutrients and water. The Rockefeller, Abby and Lindstrom, Carl 
water which is not taken up either by the 1977. in Compost Science, September/ 

il . led dis sed f October 1977, p. 22. 
plants or so is recyc or po o .  we AU Llve Downstream, For Evezyone 
When a system such as this is being used Who Wants Clean Water,,, A Gujde to 
b ho sehold. h'gh degree of care st Waste Treatment That s1,s Water Y a  u a 1 mu 

PoUutjon. 1986. Costner; � Gettings. be taken to limit the toxins entering the H & B th G A $6 fro th . oo , . . , m e 
system. Paint thinners, paints and pesti- National Water Center, POB 548, 
cides should not be washed down the drain Eureka Springs, AR 72632. 
and substances such as ammonia and PesJf�aT!1�t8;p;r'gj��,s��%. 1980. 
chlorine only in limited '),Uantities. US EPA publication #625/1-80-012. 
Gap Mountain Permaculture Composting Toilet 

This souped-up privy has been constructed as an unfinished, non-heated room in a 
house. The cost above a standard bathroom was 3eproximately $300. Two composting 
chambers arc incorporated to be used alternately with a period of one year. The size of the 
chambers was estimated from prior experience with composting toilets. This dual-chamber 
systems avoids the recontamination and fluid build-up problems associated with many 
commercial composting toilets. It allows time for thorough decomposition and deconta
mination of materials before they are removed. A pint of sawdust is added with each use to 
maintain a good carbon-to-nitrogen ration for proper composting. 

The toilet room acts as a direct passive solar heater for the air entering the composting 
chambers. Air is drawn from the roilet room ro the bottom of the compost chambers by the 
tall solar chimneys. The air space under the piles helps to maintain aerobic conditions 
inthe composL Odor problems are eliminated by the continual air flow through the toilet 
room coupled with the predominantly aerobic conditions in the composL Air flow is regu
lated (e.g. greatly reduced in the winter) by dampers in the chimneys and air inlets. A fork 
and shovel are stored in the composting chamber and used only for handling materials in 
the chamber. 
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Goodbye to the Flush Toilet, 1977. Ed. by 
Carol Stoner. Rodale Press. 

Compost Toilets: A 1vidc {or Owner
BJlildm. $4 from the National Center 
for Appropriate Technology, POD 
3838, Butte Mr 59701. 

55 Gallon Drum Compost Toilet Gujdc
book and P)ans. Stan Slaughter. $5, 
from Slaughter Energy Enterprises, Rt 
17 Vale Road, Kansas City, MO 64138. 

Residential Water Re-Use. Murray Milne, 
1979. $10 from the California Water 
Resources Center in Davis, CA. 

Residential water Conservation. Murray 
Milne, 1979(?). Also Available from 
the CWRC. 

Editor's note: This article is a con
densed version of Home-Scale Wastewater 
Treatment. by Tad Montgomery, New 
Alchemy Technical Bulletin No. 6, cost: 
$2.50 from New Alchemy, 237 Hatchville 
Road, East Falmouth, MA 02536, or 
from the author (address below). 

The author, Tad Montgomery, is 
available from consulting on homescale 
wastewater treatment: c/o Gap Mountain 
Pennaculture, 11  Old County Rd., Jaffree, 
NH 03452 (603) 532-6400. Tad is 

continued, page . 7 
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·rhc Zero-Can Household costs S 1.50 per month for zero-can status 
compared to $13.SS per moth f<X" one can. 

Carl W oestendiek 

Editor's n.ot�: Carl Woestendi.ek. a 
PINA board member and cofounder of 
Seattle Tilth, recently started worlcing as 
Waste Reduction Project Coordinator for 
the city of Seattle, WA. This article, adap
ted from an article which first appeared in 
the local food co-op's newsletter describes 
Seattle's "Zero Can Rate" and householder 
strategies f<X' reducing waste from perma
culture Zone Z.ero - the household. 

The city of Seattle has lately had to 
take a long hard look at its solid waste 
situation. Its landfills have leaked me
thane gas into nearby neighborhoods, have 
been found to contain toxic wastes, have 
contributed to groundwater contamination, 
and are almost full. It's estimated that it 
will cost the city (i() million dollars just 
to close dawn one existing landfill. 

Technical Fix or Cultural 
Cbanp? 

Now the City Council is wrangling 
with next stepS and future plans. Propo
nents of a large-scale incinerator have set 
forth tt;.�:z 180 million dollar, centalized, 
high-tech solution. Environmentalists 
and neighborhood activists are promoting 
aggressive recycling, in order to at least 
scale an incinerator way down. This 
strategy relies on education and cultural 
change, and presents a greater challenge to 
our city government. 

Seattle, like most cities, has been 
much ffl0C'e inclined to implement a tech
nolQ&ical fix. and its funding decisions 
have i:eflected this. Nevertheless, in the 
last several years, Seattle has begun to 
fund some educational programs in 
composting and m:ycling, notably, the 
Community Composting Educatia1 
Program. (CCEP} in 1985. Lately, 
through the Washington State Energy 
Extension, the city has created a modest 
waste !eduction education program. 

The Zero-Can Household 
Seattle is perhaps the only city in the 

country with a zero.can garbage rate. The 
Seattle Solid Waste Utility defines a zero
can household as one that produces "no 
garbaee through recycling. composting 
and selective buying (minimum packa
ging. bulk quantities. avoiding plastics, 

etc.)." Everything that comes into the Though a household may not be receiving 
household should be used up, recycled. garbage collection service, there are admin 
reused, or given to someone to do the istrative and other costs associated with 
same. There are 1,150 households in running a public utility. Not all of these 
Seattle currently assigned zero-can status. costs are met by $1.50 per month. For 
Our house is one of them. instance, a large chunk of the current 

In order to qualify for the zero-can rate utility bill covers landfill closure, the cost 
we showed the City inspector lots of nifty of which may have been contributed to by 
systemS for dealing with our wastes, parti- converts to recycling, even �anners! 
cularly organic wastes. We wanted to An option the Utility is looking at is 
model a system that clients of our edible a "Super Recycler" rate. not as low as 
landscaping business could implement zero-can, but allowing m::,re households 
around their homes. Now, one year later, to legitimately participate by having less 
we think the zero-can rate needs refine- rig<X'OUS requirements. This new rate 
ment or another rate should be added for could, for instance, be for half-can or 
people like us. quarter-can service. This seems a step in 

Despite good intentions and a fair the right direction. providing realistic 
am:>unt of thought and research, the criteria that could be met by more people. 
reality of our situation is that we produce Combined with the convenience of curb
about U16th of a can of waste per week. side collection of recyclables, it could 
We save this, bagged up in our basement contribute to far more materials being 
crawl space, and take it to the transfer recycled citywide, and lower utility bills 
station every six months (nine full gro- for a larger number of households_-
cery bags the first trip). The maj<X" reason Until the new rate is in effect, we will 
we didn't live up to our high expectations go back to our fonner one-can status. 
was an unrealistic perception of the role of "Absolute zero-can" is a useful abstrac-
plastics and other nonrecyclables in our tion. We haven't yet realized it, but it 
lives: we eat yogurt. fish and tofu, and serves as a baseline to assess our personal 
use engine oil, all of which come in tributary to the larger waste stream. 
plastic containers. We brush our ceeth These are the step& we've taken to 
with toothpaste squeezed from little metal reduce our wastes. All of these strategies 
tubes. Our ability to assimilate the entire can be implemented by anyone with a 
barage of plastics had its practical limits. yard; none require even a moderate 

The Solid Waste utility is currently amount of capital investment, nor any 
reassessq1g its overall rate structure and particular technical skill. 
the 7.erO-can rate is being reviewed. It continued, next page 

A Gift of Garbage 
Up to now, we have been treating our garbage u a waste product. And, u a result, !hat's 

the way its been acting. Maybe what wc DCCd is a new definilion for the word Garbage. 
Garbage: A mixture of resources waiting to be sorted and reused. Gor6a,•. Its a good 
An aluminum CID is " a good piece of garbage". If WC CID agtee OD a new definition, it will 
help Ill to re-think cert.am aspects of our lives. 

We can't throw anything out. There is DO OUL Everythina is in the system. Everything 
we put into the system comes back to us. When we put poison in1o the sea, it comes back to 
111 in our fl.Sh. When wc put poilon in our IOil it comes back to u in our bread. When we 
put poison into our air it comes back to us with every breath. 

llccycling is nature's way of handling wutes, and it Dlllt be ours. One creatun:'s wastes 
are 1n0ther's food. Toxins are transformed. CIUmbling toek mninerali7.Cs soil. The pt 
circle turns. 

llccycling is the only sustainable, ecologically respoas1"ble system for transforming our 
wute problem into new ccooomic opportunities which cahmce, rather than degrade. our 
quality of life. 
Edilor's nou: this article hu bcco reprinted from Ecollllion.. the "Eco-Home NcwslcUcI". 
rco-lM•lio,a, n. derived from ecology, cwlution and solution. Edited by Julia Russell & 
Bob Walter. C1987 by Eco-Home. Membership in Eco-Home includes a subscription to 
f.&qfMtiqrp, cosi is $15.00'yr: Eco-Home, 4344 Ruucl Ave.. Lo& AnpJcs. CA 90027, 

-
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Orgauics 
Yard wastes _ large woody wastes are 

used u ruewood. Soiall woodf wastes are 
hipped for mulch or path-making. CNe 

�w or rent the m�hine, b�t w: are 
lanning to buy one jomtly with friends 

� neighbors). Green yard w�tes are 
ad as mulch, or composted m the hold

i:: unit. Grass clippings arc left on the 
1awn. Wood st.ove 1!5h is �ded !'> the com
post. Twiggy matcnal cut mt.o 4 lengths 
ind laid across intensive seed�g beds 
helps t.o discourage cats and chickens. 

Food wastes - meat. bones, fatty 
foods. left.overs, and crushed eggshells are 
fed to the chickens. Some vegetable 
wastes go to the lhc chickens - we have 
four. Most vegetable wastes go in the 
earthY10rm compost or they are buried. 

Urine - diluted 5:1 and watered on 
plants and compost as a liquid nitrogen 
fcrtiliZ,er. 

Paper products - are taken to a private 
recycling tiusiness. If all goes well, 
Seattle's new curbside collection program 
will take care of these materials. 

Newspapers - recycled at a church two 
blocks away - we take them in a wheel
barrow penodically. We tear a portion of 
this into strips, soak it in water, and use it 
as bedding for our worm compost. 

Cardboard - reused when appropriate, 
then flattened and recycled. 

Paper grocecy bags - reused. Then, due 
to similar fiber content, these can be 
recycled with cardbo.ard. 

Mixed waste paper - including junk 
mail, flat cardboard, glossy paper, cereal 
and gift boxes, brochures, etc., this is the 
lowest valued grade of paper. Soon to be 
picked up curbside - what a blessing! 

Office (bond) and computer paper - one
sided printings are reused on the other side 
u scratch paper. Paper used on both sides 
is recycled. At first we recycled this u 
mixed was_t;epaper, but now we separate it 
u ledger; this pays far more per ton and is 
a higher use for the resource. 

Magazines - given to friends and chari
ties for reuse. They go into mixed waste 
when they've served their useful life. 
Non-Orpnics 

Glau - recycled. Some glus ii �used 
in the lcitchen. 

Aluminum and tin - n,cycled, rides with 
the glass and newspapers in the 
whcelbmow to our local recycling center. 

Metal goods, old applimces, used 
engine oil - n,cycled at the lnmfcr station. 

Plastics - the bane of the :rero-can 
household! Bags are reused until they tear. 
Yogurt and cottage cheese containen are 
saved or given away. Styrofoam is saved 
for reuse u a packing material. 

Miscellaneous 
We have a container for recyclables by 

our front door. Old or unwanted clothes, 
gadgets, dishes, books, etc. are given to 
friends or to charities which call us period
ically. Other items are stored until we take 
them to yard sales or consignment stores. 
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Domesticating Your Captive Jerome was born on a Nebraska farm, 
Edibles a lifestyle he eagerly abandoned. Instruc-

Now you are ready to begin planting. ting skiers at Lake Tahoe, Calif, and later 
The easiest way is to transplant seedlings Colorado, paid his bills for 15 years. The 
from the wild. Take a kitchen knife and glitter of this life wore off, however. "I 
cut an X through the paper layer, which was drawn back to ... living in remote 
should be moist and easy to penetrate. places surrounded by the natural environ-
Place a pocket of loamy compost on the ment." 
X. and transplant into the pocket. These I was impressed with the inspiring 
captured plants easily take root in their beauty of Jerome's location - at 7,200' 
new home, even growing through pockets elevation in a Pinyon Pine-Juniper forest. 
of raw materials - being "weeds", they can in view of the perennial snowfields of the 
take the abuse. In fact. many wild edi- Rocky Mountains. He chose a south-
bles, amoung them lamb's-quaners, facing slope to gain maximum solar 
stinging nettle, amaranth, and chickweed, exposure. Even during the extreme cold 
thrive on high nitrogen. of the winter months, the greenhouses 

Of the sheet-composted, wild edible allow him to maintain production and 
gardens I have started. not two turned out continue earning income during a period 
the same. I have used this technique for when most farmers are drawing heavily on 
five years in nearly a dozen gardens, and their bank accounts. 
each one was a delightful surprise. Paid Internships 

If you would like to try out a lot of Jerome supplies most of the labor him-
varieties quickly, start with seeds. Plan self, though he will hire interns at any 
ahead, since the seeds of the wild edibles time of year to help out. Many internship 
will mature in a different season than the programs in organic agriculture charge 
one in which you will want to plant. money to their apprentice workers, but 
Observe which wild edibles thrive in your Jerome offers a $200'month stipend plus a 
local area in the harshest of conditions - room, and all the vegetables you can eat. 
those are the ones whose seed you will Working with Jerome would provide an 

want to collect Many wild seeds will aspiring market gardener with a thorough 
keep for years or decades, so you need introduction to the complexity and beauty 
only collect each variety once in a great of a natural f arrning/permaculture way of 
while. Blend the seeds collected from the growing food for home or market. All of 
wild and scatter them over the mulched his "graduates" have moved right into 
surface. Don't worry about how many jobs. One stayed on to manage a green-
seeds to use: a jungle of plants will grow. house Jerome built in SL Tropez, France -

Water regularly until the seeds germi- "fve always got people calling up 
nate. Once the seedlings have some looking for help". 
leaves, start thinning-and don't forget to For more infonnation on consulting, 
eat the thinnings! The youngest wild internships and future Permaculture 
edloles are the sweetest and most succu- educational programs contact Jerome 
lent. Throughout the season, harvest as Osentowski, PO.Box 631, Basalt, CO 
needed. This wild and woolly portion of 81621. (303) 927-4158. 
your landscape will take care of itself. Jerome's farm was the site fer a recent 

Let some of the healthiest plants of Permaculture Design Course taught by 
each type go 10 seed every season. Apply Michael Wenger, graduate of Bill 
compost to cover bare areas and mildly Mollison's Permaculture Design Course 
fertilize your wild and woolly food garden. in Maui, Hawaii, 1981. Michael, 
Be sure to put the comost down before the formerly director'of the Verena Project 
seeds ripen so they can scatter themselves (see the International Pernraculturc 
over the new mulch. · Journal, #19, May, 1985]. He now lives 

Sheet composting does not have to be in Hawaii and is available for consulting 
reserved for the "weedy" or vegetable areas and teachinl· _Michael Wenger, 
of your edible landscape. The method of 2,6""'4 'WI., l<•I• ,  " I f(,tfD 
soil preparation and development described 
can be used with the most colorful and 
common perennials - whether edible or 
not. 
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Reports fro1n Regional Groups 
EdiJor's nott: Each issue :�/The Permaculture A.�tivul incliidet . 

this regular column covering the growing number of permacu� . • · 
groups and projects appearing all over North .America. ... · w�·ask that 
anyone with news and events la report please con/act: Ediior, The 
Permacullure Activist, 4649 Sunnyside. N;, Seattle, WA, 98103. 
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Another Successful 
Drylands Course 

by Tom Ward 
After Tim Murphy of Tucson. Arizona 

took a drylands Permaculture Design 
course (PDC) in Washington in 1986, he 1---------------'---�--...;..;.;.. ________ __, taught introductory seminars in southern 

Education/Outreach If you have outlines you've used and Arizona. With the interest generated by 
Committee Meets would like to share them, please send his presentations, demand arose for a 

The Education/Outreach Committee them either to Sue Colpas-Ross, 1028 PDC to be taught in the Tucson area. 
(which was formed at the East Coast Hill Rd., Boxboro, MA 01719 or to Jo With the help of Bill Steen, the effort of 
Permaculture Gathering in September at Clayson, Earthsong, RD l , Box 299A, organizing a course was initiated. With 
Heathcote Center in Maryland) met for the Locke, NY 13092. great faith, much networking and some 
first time Nov. 13-15 at Turtle Acres in A speaker's bureau and a resource luck, the twenty three course participants 
northeast Pennsylvania. There were 9 of library were also discussed. Dan Hemen- gathered in a wonderful rambling adobe 
us present..five who'd already taken a \way has an enormous amount of material ranch house to consider the outline of 
PDC (Permaculture Design Course). he is willing to place in a mailing library "important knowledge" on Nov. 1, 1987. 
Topics of discussion were: based on something like the Pomona Visiting lecturers included Gary 
1. Our wish to provide teaching/outreach system. At present, we do not have a Nabhan, David Bainbridge, Michael 

support; home for this library, although Jo Moore, Doug Pressel and Bob Dixon who 
2. Teaching resources/aides: Clayson is going to look for a site in her presented materials and information that 
3. Ethics/Standards; area in New York. offered an overview of solar technology, 
4. The possibility of a team taught Ethics and standards for the Permacul housing, health (body permaculture), 

PDC in late 1988; ture movement was a very controversial personal finances and worldwide desertifi-
5. Marketing/Publicity. issue. We read the original list of ethics cation issues. A repertoire of potential 

Our list of goals as teachers included put together by Bill Mollison. et al, and strategies for the deserts of Arizona, New 
such items as getting people organized and agreed these were good ethics to live up Mexico and northern Mexico was col-
working collectively, empowering people to. It seemed a bit presumptuous to most lected. The traditional agricultures of the 
to use design concepts, ways to reach of us, however, to set standards for others. area offer valuable guidance. Seed collect-
children, working with mainstream/ This is an issue that �sibly needs to be ing and traditional crop selection trials 
establishment groups and people, learning discussed at the next International Penna- have a head start in the area, thanks 
from our own teaching, healing within as culture Convergence (IPC III) in New largely to Native Seeds/SEARCH and 
part of healing without We discussed our Zealand. The only general agreement we associates in southern Arizona. 
needs and wants as permaculture teachers. had was that only PCD graduates could The Sonoran Pennaculture Associa-
This list included: team members to teach teach a full Permaculture Design Course. tion (SPA) is compiling a species 
with; need for a good introductory slide Following the close of the meeting, selection index, publishing a regional 
show; conceptual and visual mats: support a few of us discussed sponsoring and teach newsletter, organizing work parties on 
people; referral system; resource library; ing a full PDC in late 1988. We assessed various properties, talking about group 
catalog of workshop outlines, material our skills, time availability, etc. Those purchases of heavy equipment 
support; communication with other who have not yet taken a full PDC and The SPA has put together a slide 
teachers: and a demonstration site. who want to be more involved, agreed to collection from copies of slides used by 

We decided to send a letter to all help with organizational aspects of this presenters at the course. Contact 
PDC graduates in Eastern North America course and we set out to find a host/ Sonoran Permaculture Association, 
asking for their participation and support sponsor for this course. 1250 E Edison. Tucson, I\Z 85719. 
as teachers, team members, speakers, Hopefully, once we receive answers 
writers, etc. Sue Colpas-Ross and Doug from our peers in the East, we'll schedule 
Holway agreed to organize the responses. another get together of the Education/ 

We discussed purchasing a good in Outreach Committee in the Spring. 

Educat ion 

Southwest Regional 
Permaculture Institute 
142 Lincoln Avenue. Suite 818, 

Santa Fe, NM 87501. (505) 982 2063 ductory slide show on permaculture. The 
only one we know of is the one Dan 
Hemenway has. We also discussed having 
a slide festival where anyone interested in 
exchanging slides would be able to show 
theirs and see others. A machine would 
be rented to reprint slides on the spot 

The Institute will provide teachers, lecturers, and special programs to train and 
develop local groups and individuals in the basic Permaculture program. 
The Institute will certify teachers and designers throughout the region in conjunctioo 
with Pennaculture Institute of Austrailia. 

We are putting together a catalog of 
• outlines of workshops and design courses. 

Membership in SRPI includes the quarterly Southwest Permacultw:e Journal. 
and discounts on courses and seminars. Membership dues: $35 Regular; 
$50 Sustaining . 
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Pern1aculture Educational Progra1ns Permaculture Design 

Course in Kansas In each issue of The Pemracultull Activist we print news of
p

enna� 
cultun educational programs being offered around North America. April 10-30, Great Bend, Kansas: Wt publish this information as a se111ice to our readers. and to allow Pennaculture Design Course with Dan mon people to participate in these progmms. Except where noted, Hemenway in a rural setting. Contact Sr. these programs are completely autonomous from PINA. They are Betty Jean Goebel, Heartland Center, 3600 furukd, organized and taught by independant regional groups and 
individuals involved in pennacultrue work. Publication here doet not Broadway, Great Bend, KS 67530. Call 
imply certification or endorsement by PINA. (316) 792-1232. 1--___..!�-�--------_c.....--------�-------' Permaculture Design seeks to integrate Permaculture in the erosion control, water conservation and the human inhabitants into the natural 

Third World soil improvement; biological pest control. design so that the whole bioregion is re
Course 1 : June 18 - July 3, Oregon. 
Course 2: August 6 - 21, Tlaxcala, Mex. 

In response to the great surge of 
interest in Third World Permaculture, and 
the success of courses in 1985, 1986, and 
1987, Aprovecho Institute and the Penna
culture Institute of North America (PINA) 
will jointly sponsor another two-part 
sequence in 1988. 

Each course will bring together a team 
of experienced teachers from many disci
plines. Course 1, held at Aprovecho 
Research Center in Oregon, will help im
prove skills in evaluating ecology and 
land use, teach permaculture techniques 
and prepare people for Third World work. 
There will be hands-on experience in ap
propriate technology, cook.stove construc
tion, special techniques for tree planting, 
building and food production. Course 2, 
held at a rural location in Tlaxcala. 
Mexico, will expose participants to real 
problems by immersion in rural Mexican 
life. Daily field trips will visit live 
examples of the techniques discussed in 
Course 1 .  

Topics will include: principles of 
pennaculture design; small-scale agricul
ture; agrof ores tty; reading the landscape; 
local food and fuel production ; strategies 
for high altitudes, arid and tropical areas, 

Examples of project successes and failures spected, strengthened and enhanced as 
will be analyzed. people receive their shelter, energy, food, 

Courses are aimed at land and resource water, income, community, aesthetic and 
planners, development workers, extension spiritual requiremants within a balanced 
agents, students and teachers of Third bio-community, The design is concerned 
World conditions, foresters, international not only with arrangemants in the three 
networkers, workers in alternative agricul- spatial dimensions but also about the 
tu.re, volunteers joining Peace Corps .• etc. unfolding and growth of the design over 
We encourage a wide range of abilities, time. Hence the term - Permaculture - a 
skills and experience, and especially way of life, a culture that is sustainable 
people from the Third W oriel. for the whole earth. Permaculture design-

The first course is essentially a penna- ers are taught to make every recommenda-
culture design course and is open to all. tion practical and to identify the source 
The second course is intended for those and availablity of every resource their 
who have successfully completed course design requires as well as provide a time-
1,  another permaculture design course, or table for development 
the equivalent. Instruction will be irt both This three-week Perrnaculture course 
English and Spanish. will focus on the basics of design prin-

Tuition, including all meals, accom- ciples through lectures, slide presentations 
modation, curriculum materials and field and field work. Practice in design will be 
trips is US $600 for each course ($100 exercised on an eighty-acre farm according 
deposit required); $ 1 100 for both parts, to the goals of the hosts for future devel 
excluding international transport. Part of ment as a Heanland Bioregional Penna-
the fee provides scholarships to Latin culture Demonstration Center. Ideas and 
Americans. Partial scholarships or work resowces for initiating organic mulch 
trades must be arranged well in advance. garden, composting, small scale orchard, 
A 10% discount f<r private indivi�als earth shelters with solar heating, small 
only who pay in full by April 18, 1988. dam building and k.eyline cultivation will 
Enrollment limit-25. Third World resi- be shared. The course will be very intense 
dents can often find bursaries through with closely paced sessions, day-time and 
international agencies, but should start evening. Participants must be ready to 
searching immediately. w<Xk out-of-doors in all weather. 

Contact: Third World Course Participants with special areas of knowledge 
Aprovecho Institute. and skills are encouraged to make brief presentations 
80574 Hazelton Road. to the group. Teamwork. is integral to the process. 
Cottage Grove, OR 97424, Teams-of student designers will focus on such speci-
Phone: (503) 942-9434. fie aspects of the farm as: 1) land use and access, 2) 

shelter and other buildings, 3) energy, 4) food and 
nutrient cycles. S) water sources, storage and flow, 
6) income, enterprises and economics, 7) commu
nity resources and services. The teams are expected 
to present a integrated design that is aesthetically 
ecologically in accord with pennaculture principles 
and the goals of the sponsm. Complete scholar
ships to native Americans and some grants to others 
are available . 
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Permaculturc Educat ional Programs 

Bioregional 
Permaculture Design Course 
August 30 - Sept. 15, 1988. 

Plans are underway for a Permaculture Design Course (POC) 
with an emphasis on bioregionalism. The course will begin two 
days after NABC III (3rd North American Bioregional Congress) 
which takes place August 21-28 50 miles north of Vancouver, 
British Columbia The course will follow the current POC 
Handbook (developed by Bill Mollison and other teachers). 
Bioregional concepts will be woven into the program. 

Basic precepts for permaculture and bioregionalism include: 
• Basis in ecology • Basing unique cultures on indigenous 
materials/biosystems • High degree of local self-sufficiency • 
Observation/awareness of the boundaries/ecotomes of plant/ 
animal communities • Preservation and restoration of native 
plant communities • Improving local biotic resources rather than 
depleting them • Aesthetics • Worker owned, local enterprise 
with non-exploitive human relationships • Decentralized, partici
patory democratic governance • Recognizing interrelationships 
and maximizing symbiotic relationships. 

In The Permaculture Activist (Nov., 1986), Michael Crofoot 
offered "A Proposal of Marriage between Permaculture and 
Bioregionalism". This course is designed to bring together 
activists in both movements to synthesize our thoughts and lay 
the groundwork: for increased cooperation and understanding. 
There has been a permaculture/altemative agriculture committee 
at NABC I and NABC II and, again, several presentations on 
permaculture will be made at NABC m. 

Instructors: The teaching staff fer the course has not yet 
been finalized. It is hoped that most of the permaculture not
ables at NABC Ill will make presentations at this course. The 
primary lecturer and curriculum organizer will be Michael 
Pilarski of Friends of the Trees Society, a homesteader, and a 
rural networlcer/organizer on local, bioregional, national and 
international levels. He attended NABC I (1984) and is a gra
duate of Permaculture Design Courses by Bill Mollison (1986) 
and by Andrew Jeeves (1982). 

We are seeking the collaboration and participation of other 
permaculture activists. If you have a particular expertise that 
would qualify you as a guest lecturer, please contact us. We'd 
like to keep course costs low and cannot afford to pay large fees. 

Dates: NABC m will run August 21 - 28, 1988. The 
Design Course will convene for two and a half weeks from 
August 30 to September 15. 

Costs: Fees have not been set yet. but will be in the $350 
to $550 range depending on the type of accomodations. Partial 
scholarships may be available. 

Location: The site for the Design Course has not been 
determined but will most likely be in maritime B.C., southern 
intericr B.C., or possibly in Washington. We welcome 
suggestions for possible facilities to use for this program. 
facilities. In conjunction with a site we need a dedicated, 
competent person(s) to help make local mangements. 

Permaculture Design Course 
Bear Tribe Medicine Society 

Dates: June 1 - 14, 1988. This two-week Permaculture 
Design Course (PDC) will be presented in the Buffalo Hunt 
Garden, a pennaculture demonstration site at the Bear Tribe's 
Self-Reliance Center. The center is located on Vision Mountain, 
35 miles North of Spokane, Washington. The bioregion is an 
Arid/Drylands, Bunchgrass/Ponderosa Pine region at 2,500 ft. 
elevation. The program is being held in cooperation with the 
Third World POC, June 18 - July 3, at the Aprovecho Institute. 

The primary focus of the course, aside from the "nuts-and
bolts of permaculture design," is to present a native American 
philosophical/spiritual perspective in the context of practical 
agro-historical applications of the Earth Care Ethic. A respect
ful awareness of Amerindian culture and knowledge of appro
priate behavior at ceremonies translates into affirmative, cross
cultural communication with indigenous peoples of the Third 
Wcrld. 

POC Graduates are being encouraged to participate by 
teaching in areas of their expertise. The team-teaching concept 
has been effectively utilized by Permaculture workshop pre
senters - more apprentice teacher/lecturers should be empowered 
by this support system to bring the good news of pennaculture 
to the world at large. 

Instructors: Simon Henderson of the Bear Tribe and Ianto 
E�·ms of Aprovecho Institute will lead a teaching team which 
will include; Michael Pilarski of Friends of the Trees Society; 
Teachers of the Bear Tribe, Ethno-botanist and herbalist, Phillis 
Hogan, Dr. John Allen Ross, Professor of Anthropology, 
Eastern Washington University; and other design course 
graduates. 

Cost: $550. Part of the fee provides scholarships. Cost 
includes tuition, accomodation, food and field trips. A $100 
deposit is required. There is a 25 person limit. Permaculture 
Design Course graduates who would like to participate in 
teaching will be allowed to attend course gratis, although a 
contribution for food and cooks will be required. Partial work 
trades are available. 

Contact: Simon Henderson, Native American Permaculture 
Design Course, c/o Bear Tribe Medicine Society, PO Box 9167, 
Spokane, WA 99209. 

Also at the Bear Tribe: Self Reliance Intensive: New 
Age Survival Skills, August 22 through Sept 4, 1988. 
Two week intensive on long-term food storage, seed bunkers, 
crafts, hide tanning, pemmican making, jerking meat and 
dehydrating fruits and vegetables, harvesting the garden and 
wildcrafting herbs, and other skills. Contact same as above. 

Contact: Tad Montgomery, Gap Mountain Permaculture, 
1 1  Old County Rd., Jaffrey, NH 03452. Phone: (603) 532-6400 
or. Michael Pilarski, Friends of the Trees, 
PO Box 1466, Chelan, WA 98816. Phone: (509) 687-9714 

For information on NABC m contact: 
Glen Makepeace and/or Judith Plant 
Box 99, Lillooet, British Columbia V0K 1 VO, Canada 

see page for more Educational Programs • 
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Allied Groups 

a 

Tilth Placement Service 
The Tilth Placement Service Newsletter has been in sporadic 

circulation for the past year. Through the newsletter, 1PS offers 
a service through which organic farms and potential farm
workers, apprentices and interns find out about each other and 
arrange for productive employment The newsletter offers 
listings of two types: 1) Farms Needing Assistance - if you are 
a willing worker and would like to help one of these farms, you 
can contact them directly; 2) Workers Seeking Placement 

Subscription price is $8/year, or $1.50 for a single issue. 
For more information or to subscribe, please send a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope to: Wendy McClure, Tilth Placement 
Service, P.O. Box 95261, Seattle, WA 98145-2261. 
Phone: (206) 525-1379 eves. 

Dry Lands Research Institute 

Ecological Agriculture Program 
at The Evergreen State College 

Ecological Agriculture is a year long, full-time undergraduate 
program at the Evergreen State College in Olympia. WA. Based 
on Evergreen's nationally recognized model of interdisciplinary 
coordinated studies, "Ecological Agriculture" combines natural 
sciences (ecology, entomology, botany, chemistry, soil science) 
with a strong liberal arts core in the study of American agricul
ture and its present predicaments. Spring tenn the program 
examines agriculture's role in Third World development 

Evergreen encourages practical field experience. Students in 
"Ecological Agriculture" integrate classroom learning with work 
on the college's organic farm. and with extensive field trips 
throughout the Pacific Northwest 

To suppon its program in Ecological Agriculture. Evergreen 
maintains a 13  acre Organic Farm on its campus. Consisting of 
4 acres of gardens, orchards and pastures, an 8 acre woodlot. 
several greenhouses, and an attractive student-designed farm
house/classroom/conference building, the Organic Farm 

We would like to ask for your help and help from your functions as a research facility, a learning laboratory, a market 
readers on our sustainable agriculture information projecL We garden, and a community educational resource. Students help 
were recently awarded a small grant from the University of maintain the Organic Farm under the direction of its Farm 
California Sustainable Agriculture Program to develop tools to Manager, and receive instruction in intensive fruit and vegetable 
help researchers and farmers find information on sustainable agri- production. The Ecological Agriculture Program at Evergreen 
culture more easily. Much information on sustainable farming has close connections to the organic farming community of the 
methods and related topics is available no":, but is very difficult Pacific Northwest. providing opportunities for extensive feild 
to find for a number of reasons. It may, for example. be listed trips and internship placements. 
under subject headings that are inaccurate or misleading (there is For more information. contact Pat Labine, Coordinator, 
confusion amoung workers in the field as to the appropriate ter- Ecological Agriculture Program. The Evergreen State College, 
minolgy) : it may be in difficult to locate international sources: Olympia. WA 98S0S. 

the relevant material may be located in the scientific literature --------------------
from other disciplines. from ecology to microbilogy; applicable Pennaculture Educational Programs, continued from page 26••• 

research done before 1950 is poorly indexed: and a great deal of Drylands Permaculture Design Course the information is in non-conventional literature, proceedings, 
reports, etc. which are not widely distributed or readily available. 

Our goal in this project is to examine and evaluate these 
information sources and help researchers, farmers, and extension 
workers put available informaton to better use. It should also 
help ensure that the limited money available for research is not 
spent duplicating work that has already been done. We feel this 
will help pave the way for better farming and improved exr.en
sion and research in sustainable agriculture. 

Our final reportS will include an introduction to the 
tenninology of sustainable agriculture. guides to sources of 
information (both print and electronic), and provide a framework 
for upgrading existing information delivery sustems to better 
meet the need of sustainable agriculture practitioners, research
ers, teachers. and advisors. 

We would like to hear from you about the sources of 
information you have found most helpful (and least helpful). 
We are particularly intereSted in information that is not readily 
available from conventional sources and would very much 
appreciate copies of these buried treas.ures. 

Thank you. 
David A Bainbridge, Steven Mitchell 
Drylands Research Institute 
University of California at Riverside, Riverside, CA, , 2. S7./  

Dates: November 2S - December 1 2,  1988 
Location: A site will be chosen somewhere in the Interior 

Pacific Northwest - Eastern Washington, or possibly in Idaho or 
Montana. Nominations for site facilities are welcomed. 

Instructors: The primary lecturer will be Michael Pilarski. 
founder of Friends of the Trees Society. A co-founder of Tilth, 
he has been involved in the alternative agriculture movement in 
the Pacific Northwest for 15 years. A number of guest lecturers 
will also make presentations during the course. 

Cost: $350 to $550 (depending on level of accomodations), 
covers instruction, field trips, lodging and meals. 

Course emphasis: The curriculum for the course will be 
the no,tan<t, PeanacuJmre Design Crnme Handbook developed 
by Bill Mollison and associates. The course content would be 
useful in any arid/semi-arid part of the world. It will be 
especially valuable for dry, temperate regions. The course is 
intended for people in dry areas (homesteaders, farmers, garden
ers) ; and consultants at home or overseas in dryland strategies 
(landscaping for climate control, architectural design, dryland 
planting, water harvesting, settlement design and layout). 

For further information contact: 
Michael Pilarski. Friends of the Trees Society 
PO Box 14661 Chelan, WA 98816. (S09) 687-9714 
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Allied Groups 
TOES '88 -- Toronto 

The Center For Applied Human 
Ecology/ Appropriate Technology 
at Huxley College 

TOES (The Other Economic Summit), an imaginative and This Center serves faculty and students interested in the tech-
creative coalition of mostly British organizations, held its first nologies appropriate to applied human ecology. 
conference in 1984 coincident with, and in response to, the Applied Human Ecology is the inter-disciplinary effort of 
London Ecomomic Summit. By bringing together 170 people refitting human activities into an environment of finite resources 
from 16 countries, it provided a rare forum for many of the and of returning government and economy to human scale. 
leading practioners of a different kind of ecomomics to exchange Appropriate technologies meet human needs for basic goods 
thoughts, ideas and experiences. and services with minimal environmental distruption. They 

In 1985, while the Economic Summit met in Bonn, 500 include use of sun, wind, water and biomass for energy; use of 
people from 20 countries and all five [inhabited] continents greenhouses and organic farming for food; use of cooperatives 
attended TOES. The major themes were Human Needs, Econo- for production and distribution; and development of settlement 
mic Indicators and Targets, and Economic Self Reliance, These patterns appropriate for these uses. 
were explored with particular reference to Agriculture (Day 1), The center exists to encourage faculty menbers to share their 
Trade (Day 2), and Health (Day 3). The health day was spon- research, ideas, information and points of view; and to help 
sored by the World Health Organization. students design interdisciplinary programs of study. 

In 1986, TOES sponsored a Rally and one-day Specialist Beginning in Winter Quarter 1988, the Center will initiate a 
Conference at the London School of Economics, and a delega- Third World Study element in Michoacan, Mexico. Students 
tion was sent to Tokyo for the Summit The two topics chosen without prior experience in the Third World will have an oppor-
for exploration were ; the relationship between prevailing pat- tunity to study Spanish and live with both an urban and a rural 
terns of economic development and the destruction of the natural family. Students with conversational ability in Spanish and 
environment; and the economics of local recovery. practical experience in farming/gardening, construction, elec-

TOES has emerged as a major independent international tricity, etc., will have an opportunity to work on a Village 
forum for articulating and debating the ideas that are shaping a Development Project 
new economnics. In the process, TOES is calling the attention For more information, write Prof. E. L. Gayden, Huxley 
of world leaders to the wealth of new economic theory, policy College of Environmental Studies, Bellingham, WA 98225 
and practice which has already been developed, and which would 
do much to improve the performance of the current inequitable 
and inefficient world economic order. 

The annual economic summit of the leaders of the industrial
ized nations will be held June 19 - 21 in Toronto, Ontario. 

It will be another excellent opportunity for the counterpoint 
of alternative economic ideas and values to gain international 
attention. To this end, The Other Economic Summit/North 
America (TOES/NA) envisions a series of regional activities 
culminating in a major bi-national conference and forum to take 
place just prior to the official summit 

The changes now occurring in the world demand that eco
nomic issues be widely and openly discussed. The roots of 
current economic ills are not limited to narrowly defined 
economic topics. They go much deeper, reaching to the very 
foundations of our civilization-in both the human ahd ecological 
dimensions. This forum will explore such issues. 

An Invitation 
If you are planning a conference, seminar or other event 

between now and June on an issue related to economics proper, 
or to economics from an historical, anthropological, socio
logical, philosophical or practical point of view, we invite you 
to consider collaboration with TOES/NA. If you would like 
more information on behalf of yourself, your organization, or 
your institution, please contact one of the regional advisors. If 
you would like to receive the TOES/NA monthly newsletter
update, please send your check for $10 made out to ITDG/NA to 
Susan Hunt, Department of Economics, University of Maine, 
Orono, ME 04469. 

Staff OpP.nings at Meadowbrook Herb 
Garden, Wyoming, Rhode Island 

Couples are welcome for any two of these positions. Please 
call (401) 539-9022 and ask for Marjie or Tom Fortier. 

Shop Keeper/Greenhouse Assistant, opening Jan. 1, 
1988. Requires a person who has: a devotion to the gifts of 
nature and the finer works of humanity; an interest in Bio
Dynamics; a working knowledge of plants; a sincere interest in 
serving customers; prior retail experience; a 2 year commitment 

Herb Production Manager/frainee, opening April 1 ,  
1988. Requires a person who has: a working knowledge of  Bio
Dynamic gardening; some farm experience; devotion to High 
Quality and Purity; interest in productivity; some mechlll'ical 
ability and interest; a two year commitment 

Greenhouse Management Trainee, opening late 
Spring 1988. Requires a person who has: a working knowledge 
of potted plant production; an intense interst in herbs; a devotion 
to OrganidBio-Dynarnic ideals; a vigorous and hardy 
tempennent; a willingness to educate customers; a two year 
committment 

more groups on next page ... 
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Letters Ediror's response: 
Thank you for supporting 

PINA with your membership 
Editor's note: We welcome your letters on any subject of renewal. We appreciate your 

interest to other pennaculture activists. We prefer to print concise honest criticism. We realize 
requests for specific informa.tion on plant material, animal husban- that it is possible to purchase 

· hrwl and he ., lJ more pages of print at lower dry, approprUile tee ogy any ot r sort oJ permacu ure cost by subscribing to other 
practice, or issue of global concern. journals. 

As you read through these letters, you may find that they pose The funds from each $25 
unanswered questions. Please feel free to correspond with the regular membership, are devided 
writers ( and send us a copy of the letter if you have good answers roughly like this: 

,,._ · d) 1 ,_,_ . . S l .00 - Tree Tax; 
to .,.., questions pose . n t,..., way we hope to increase commuru- $6.00 . The Pe,maculture 
cation and effective problem solving anwng our members and � - to provide all 4 
readers. Thanks for your help. issues; 

�-----.....:.__:_ __ ......:.... _____________ _, $10.00 - /nterMtional Perma-
Dear PINA: Dear Follcs at PINA, culture Journal, Covers 

Just great! The last &!iJd.tt Y cs, I will renew my purchase of 4 issues from the 
was a real stimulus to go on membership but with some publisher in Australia 
with the co-o_p and land trust full reservations. Comparing the $ 8.00 - PINA General Fund. 
speed ahead [the Cave Creek publications of PINA with other 
Community Land Trust described sources of alternative agriculture PINA has a relatively small 
in Nov., 1987 issue]. We've information makes the cost a bit membership base (around GOO). 
received 4 inquiries for Slipper unreasonable. If you arc going From an editor's standpoint, 
Imps in the last couple of days. to "come of age" as a source of we'd love to have several 1,000 
Can we purchase or get a dozen information, you should offer subscribers. This would enable 
copies of the Activist along more meaningful writings and us ro pay writers, illustrators, 
with the latest brochure on Cave less "we had a meeting here" photographers, proofreaders, 
Creek. business and "we milked the typists, layout artists. 

On another subject we are goats today" letters. Of the eleven issues printed 
working out a plan for small I do not doubt for a minute to date, I have edited seven as a 
farms to produce 1 ,000 organic that you have worthy goals as volunteer, and for four of them I 
chickens or other poultry in an organization. I only doubt have received compensation 
sar., 12 weeks. The system will your ability to offer meaningful varying from $200 to $500 (for 
utilize pasture grazing, grain information in a practical yet approximately 1 months' work). 
mill by products and grain, all well written way. Publication of The Penna-
organically produced. We want If you would learn from your culture Activist is paid for pri-
to integrate this market poultry sister publications compare your marily from membership dues. 
into a pcrmaculture context output with ACRES, US.1, Additional funds come from 
Who involved in pennaculture �. The Land Report, at advertising sales and other pro-
has done or collected info on $14, $10, and $25 per year. grams of PINA (design courses, 
small flock poultry production? The last issue of the � Pennaculture Resources' book 
We have found little info in the Nllional Permacultw,: Joumal catalog). Occasionally costs 
Untgnational Permacullure] [included in a $25 regular mcm- exceed the available funds, and 
� - Which �rmaculturc bership with PINA] should have money is allocated from the 
publications have info on been embarassing for you ro PINA general fund to cover the 
poultry raising? send out. shortfall. 

Enclosed find check for $25. At some point,(we estimate 
Good luck! we'd need about 2000 members) Best, 

Eric and Beth Ardapple-Kindberg Mr William Von the Activist will become more 
Bass, Arkansas 72612 Paw Paw, Illinois of a "breakeven" proposition 1-------------------------1 due to economies of scale in 

Robert Gear Books 
Catalogue X - Used and Out-of-Print Farming Books 

Fine old books provide real satisfaction to those of us who 
desire to farm commercially using responsible sustainable 
methods. The skills and practices of earlier farmers are often the 
ones that provide needed alternatives to high technology and 
heavy chemical dependence. Traditional methods of growing 
crops and raising livestock offer necessary option... The breed 
histories and accounts of noted breeders furnish valuable insights 
into the evolution. uses, and potential of the different breeds. 
Proven methods that have fallen into disuse through the push for 
bigger and better are no longer easily learned as it becomes more 
difficult to find teachers. Books like the ones listed in Roben 
Gear's catalog are tools that can help us relearn some portion of 
our heritage on the land. 

Robert Gear, P.O. Box 1 13, Greenfield, MA 01302. 
Phone: (413) 772-6576. 

printing costs, and the ability 
to pay for more staff time, u 
well u attract more advertising 
income. 

As to the quality of informa
tion in this newsletter, I can 
only state that wc do the best 
wc can with what we've got. I 
think the material WC print is 
meaningful, thoU$h fll admit WC 
are amateun. It is our contin
uing goal to improve the 
content of the Activist. I don't 
wish to make qualitative com
parisons to the publications you 
mentioned other than to say that 
wc offer a information that is 
unavailable elsewhere (except 
perhaps in a few other perma
culturc publications like TIPSY -
The International Permacullure 
Speci.es Yearbook). 

We are a newsletter, du.ls we 
do include material covering 
current events in the "permacul
ture movement". Though this 
kind of information may not be 
of interest to all of our mem
bers, it is an essential function 
of this publication ro print it, 
for, without it, this small 
"movement" would not be able 
to communicate effectively and 
grow. Even so, I'd estimate that 
the "we had a meeting today" 
stuff takes up only about l/4 of 
each issue. 

We welcome all suggestions 
for topics to cover with more in
depth articles. 

Permaculturally, 
Guy Baldwin, Editor 
Th,: l'mngcuftun Activist 

Friends, 
I have been contracted to do 

a Pcrmaculture Design here in 
Texas. It will be my first larger 
scale design (65 acres). It will 
also be the first in Texas as far 
as I know. Is there help avail
able in checking my work? I 
will have aerial and conrour 
maps of the property. This will 
be an example r feel for future 
permaculture work here. 

Thanks, Nancee Rush, 
200 Primrose Circle #315 
New Brownfcls, TX 78130 

Dear Friends: 
Our Environmental Research 

Group is an independant civilian 
association (a nonprofit organ
ization) oriented roward ecolo
gical analysis al)d research for 
harmonic humari-and-hatural 
alternatives of life since 1977. 

We have just finished four 
projects in Indian/rural commun
ities and now, a group of us is 
working in Mexico City. As 
you may know, this city has a 
terrible ecological disaster -
worst since the earthquakes of 
1985 - so, our intention is to 
help to rcinhabitate this �ion, 
starting with an educational 
project of new alternatives of 
life. So DOW we are publishing 
different ccolgical handbooks. 
Also we give conferences, Jec
tures, workshops and help 
people of poor neighborhoods 
with appropriate tehnology 
altemauves. We are DOW work
ing on a manual about urban 
agriculture. 

We arc very interested to 
have an interchange of informa
tion with you on permaculture 
and sustainable agricultun:. and 
educational programs. We would 
like to start work together - it 
will be bery useful for this city. 

Yours, M�ot Aguilar R. 
Grupo de Estud1os Ambientales 
a.c., Apartado Postal 76-089, 
Mexico, D.F. 04200, Mexico. 
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BAREROOT PINE SEED- GARDENING INI'ERN NEEDED LINGS, Suitable for use in at the Bear Tribe Medicine .__ ______ �----------'''""---------"------------..... windbreak, wildlife cover, and Society. Assist Simon Hender-GUIDE TO UNUSUAL HOW-TO WORK WITH APROVECHO timber plantings. I have edible son, in his Earth Renewal SOURCES - describes over 50 lNSTITUfE in sustainable food nut pines also. Send for free Gardening lnt.cmship Program, periodicals and handbooks on production, ecological design, information: WINDY RIDGE and help facilitate a Pcrmaculture alternative tech., gardening, Third World problems, educa- TREES, Rt 16, Box 1385, Design Course. Unique opportu-home learning, low-cost she!- tion. outreach, community Lebanon, MO 65536. nity for responsible, self-ters, tree growing, travel, etc. building, �crmac�l�re., Ian� 1�
,
,.-. ------------.�. 1 motivated person. Experience in All addresses included. Free for stewardship. Positions available: · , Reat&fate , · •· organic gardening disciplines . S.A.S.E. Light Living, PO Box farm manager, facilities/ .·. · · and some knowledge in pcrma-190-pa, Philomath, OR 97370. maintenance manager, bamboo '""9_7_A_

CR 
____ E_S:_6_8_s�ig�ht'"""li

""'"·
cc
-

nsc
----d�;----_, culture preferred. Room and project coordinator, internship campground, pool, rest, bakery, board provided and salary neg<>-Natural Insect Controls, over coordinator, grant writer. flush toilets and showers. Rec. liable. Meet lots of interesting 100. Save, effective, inexpen- Aprovecho Institute. 80574 bldg., 6rm house, rental unit in people and particpate in sive. 10 page pamphlett, send Hazelton Rd, Cottage Grove, OR house, pond and creek, 40+ ceremonial and comm!fflity life $2.00 plus a S.A.S.E.: GROWING 97424; (503) 942-9434. tillable acres, no spray. Woods with the Bear Tribe. Contact (Mre"') GREEN, Rt 1, Box 121, ---------------------- grown einsing Approved plans Simon Henderson, c/o Bear B�;town, KY 40004. Internships available to work on a for cabins. Ne� National Tribe, PO Box 9167, SP0kane., -------------- large-scale, multiple-species, bicycle trail, Wisconsin Dells, WA 99209. Phone: (5®) 3U.:-

ifiS7�:
0FFE

� ��� 1-�-·�-!-s:-�-t -:_r_!-!-!-�--de-:-:--�-.�-�-y-,[!:�:=:: "  Eanh Shtltend OwMr activities as well - goat dairy and vigorous stand of tagasaste, plus BUDDY! 3-yr old male hound/ 
Bui/I Home. Send for market garden. Room &. board + 22 acres of pcrmacultural para- Rhodesian ridgcback mix. catalog: Owner Builder other negotiable. Contact Chuck disc in the northern Sacramento Medium-sized (50 lb) reddish. Publications, PO Box 817, Hinsch, Old Mill Farm, PO Box Valley, CA. Asking $160,000, gold shorthair. Neutered. Good Nonh Fork. CA 93643. 463, Mendocino, CA 95460. includes buildings and farm tracker nose, fine with children 
--------------1-------------------------- �uipmenL Contact: Connie at and other dogs, good watchdog. SOURCES OF NATIVE SEEDS JOB OPPORTUNITY. 1 or 2 Birkes Realty, PO Box 611, Los An independent, yet loving IDd AND PLANTS lists native grass, positions for interns, sf;�..,,1 Molinos, CA 96055, (916) 384- amiable fellow. Needs a perma-wildflowcr, and forb seed and + room and partial board. Assist 1455. ncnt home or a � care-nursery stock suppliers. 35 with market herb and edible 1-----------1 taker for 3 years (will pay food pages. $3.00. Soil Conser- flower operation and/or with Pcrmaculture Design Community and vet bills). Owner leaving in vation Society of America, Permaculture Communications on Land Trust forming on Orcu late Feb. '88 to study in �land. 7515 N.E. Ankeny Rd., various information services and Island. Home c,wnership by Pleased contact Judith Jacoby, Ankeny, IA 50021-9764. collecting native plant seed "sweat equity" and cooperative 6222 31st Ave NE, Seattle, WA .------------------� Cnial �s and nitrogen- business o�nitics. 98815 (206} 524-3237. , ... Help Wanted/Ofte�ed· · .. ··• · .• 1 Tho:gh��jo�:=� �!

inal 
=� '9��J95 . 1: ::\ : : : : \  M�-�i$.::::fo L-;;=_:: .. ·I 2 or 3 positions for interns, Davis, CA 95616• or address below. $200/mo. + room & partial board. Working herb/vegetable/ sprout farm, integrated systems, chicken heated greenhouse and other permaculture applications. Items marketed: herbs, vegetables, sunsprouts, eggs, chickens, rabbits, compost, worms. Sold L"1rough brokers, delivery route and farmers ma ket in Aspen, CO. Acieage secluded near waterfall. Contact Jerome Osentowski, Box 631, Basalt, CO 81621. (303) 927-4158. BURNING PASSION to create a pcrmaculture life? Land trust with water, soil, livestock, forest, vegetable growing equipment and markets seeks innovative, responsible folks to share the lobors, social and economic wealth in a cooperative venture. Cave Creek CLT (Community Land Trust), c/o Arda_pple-Kindbcrg, Bass AR 72612, (501) 434-5265. Qassified Ad Rates - 20¢/Wo!d, $5.00 min. Contact Editor: 7111. Pcm,actdtw:c ¾tiM, 4649 Sunnyside Ave. N., Sc.ttJe, WA 98103. 

Pennaculture CommunicaJions 

Ptrmacultun, Journal or the International Permaculture Association - Back issues are available - an incredible 10urcc of b�und information on permaculturel Issues-#7 - #26 @$3.50 each. Subttmzk:IJ Emits • A Com�ndlum of Needs and Uses is a two-color poster, 26' x30" listing over 98 species and varieties of sublropical fruit lrecs, vines and shrubs. G� for nurseries, farmers and home orchardists. Info on each species includes climatic: tolerance, fruit charctcristics, plant uses, culturaVmanagem::nt requirements, maturity times. Cost $10.00 postpaid (+ 75¢ sales tax for CA residents). 
J>rnnaculturg Ps:slmca Plm;toa, 1987 F.clition lists 450 graduates of Permaculture Design Courses in Nonh America with 6iographical info, consulting services offered, slcills, resources, farm/garden/manufactured products. Cost: $6.00. "Perspectives on Plant Symbiosis": $2.50; "Symbiont Inoculation Strategics for the Nursery": $3.50. Both for $5.00. by Michael Crofoot These two worts cover: • nilrogcn-fixing bacteria • mychorrhizal fungi • their symbiotic interactions with plant roots. • methods to utilize and enhance these species for the amateur or professional plant propagator. All of the above publications (and others) are available from: 

Pennaculturt Communications, 
PO Boz 101, Davis, CA 95617. California residents lease add 6% sales tax to ur order 

"The Constitution of this Republlc should make special provtslons for Medical Freedom as well as Rellp>us Freedom. To restrict the art of heallnc to one dus of men and deny equal privlJeces to others will coostltute the Bastille of medical science. AD mch laws are un-Amertcan and despotic.• -Benjamin Rush, M.D., a signer of the Declaration of Independence. Environmental Allergies Box gJ��:. CA 95570 
THIS COUID BE YOUR AD HERE! A me 25-word classified ad is included with every membership in PINA - ICC details OD next page. j 
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Friends of the Trees Society 

PO Box 1466 
Chelan, WA 98816 

Friends of the Trees Society's Statement ot Purpose: 
• To promote reforestation and Earth-healinJ activities throughout the world. 
• To encourage self-employment and right livelihood using local, renewable resources and based 011 

harmonious, non--0pprcssive relationships vis-a-vis nature and other l 
• To directly assist people in Earth-healing activitcs by 

distributing seeds, plants and horticultural information 

� 
• To act as a network center for information on the world-wide 

"Green Front". 
1988 activities Include: Publication of: the Friends of the 

Trees 1988 Yearbook; and the Actinidia Enthusiasts Newsletter 
#5 (Actinidia • hardy kiwi-fruit). 

Annual Sprln& Tree Salf!. In mid April of 1988 the Friends 
of the Trees traveling tree sale will distribute trees in 

Tonasket, Twisp, Chelan and I.aven1NOrth. Our 10th year. If 
you live in north-central Washing_ton send for a catalog and 
price lisL We do not UPS or mail tree orders. Pick-up only. 

Weekend Permaculture semlnan will be held in various 
locations in eutcm Washington and interior British Columbia 
(possibly in eastern Oregon, northern Idaho and Montana) 
Inquire if you arc interested in hosting or atlcnding a seminar. 

Presently avaDable: 
Friends of the Trees 1986 Yearbook (80 pag�) $4.00 
Actinidia Enthusiasts Newsletter (Issue #4) (72 pages) $5.C>O 
1987 Olcanogan Healing Gathering Directory (40 pages) $3.00 
Membership (includes Yearbook) ($5/low income, $10/rcgular) 
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SUBSCRIPTION 
FORM 
In addition to sending you 4 quarterly issues. 
we offer a bonus to subscriben: a free 25 
word classified ad (or SS.00 off any ad). If 
you'd like. you can send your ad with 
subscription payment (or wait ·� later to 
send the ad). Add 20¢/word if its over 25 
words. Write your ad here: 

y Es I I Wlllt to subscribe to VK "fcrznqcuuj,r;"ikiiv and work co· develop Ill ecologically 
sustainable land use and culture. I will contribut.e u follows (please check one): 

D $13 per year · Basic 1 year subscription (U.S .• Canada, Mexico & Central America) 
D $35 - 3 year subscription (U.S .. Canada. Mexico & Central America only) 

D $18 per year - 1 year overseas subscription via surface mail ($23 via air) 

D $50 - 3 year overseas subscription, surface mail (S60 via air) 

D $700. Lifetime Subscription ($1000 overseas) 

One dollar of each subscription goes into a Tree Tax fund for reforestation projects. 
Please type or print in pen the infonnation below. Make your check or money order payable to 
The Permaculture Activist in U.S. dollus, md send it to: Subscription Dept. ,  
The Pennaculturc Activist. P.O. Box 101, Davis. CA 95617, U.S.A. 

NAMII 

crrY STATB 

PHONII 

POSTAL CXXlll COUNTRY 
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February 26 - 28, 1988, Pacific Grove, California. 
7th Annual Ecologtc:al Farmin2 Conference at Asilomar 
Conference Center. For llXlrc information contact SCSA, PO 
Box 1394, Davis, CA 95617. Phone: (916) 753-1054. 
April 10 • 30, 1988, Great Bend, Kansas: Permac:ulture 
Design Course with Dan Hemenway in a rural setting. 
Contact Sr. Betty Jean Goebel, Heartland Center, 3600 
Broadway, Great Bend, KS 67530. (3 16) 792-1232. See pg. 25. 

May, 1988, Ames, Iowa. Permaculture Design Course 
with Dan Hemenway in an urban setting. Contact Joe Lynch, 
RL 4, Ames, IA 50010. 
June - July, 1988, Ames, Iowa. Six-Week summer 
session, Iowa State University (not confirmed). College CrediL 
Pennaculture Certificate available for extra course work. Contact: 
Joe Lynch, address above. 
June 1 - 14, 1988, Spokane, WA, Permaculture Design 
Course concentrating on arid/drylands techniques and native 
American perspectives. Contact: Bear Tribe, PO Box 9167, 
Spokane, WA 99209-9167. (509) 326-6561 .  See pg. 26. 

June 18 - July 3, 1988, Cottage Grove, Oregon & 
August 6 • 21, Tiaxcala, Mexico. Permaculture In the 
Third World. Inquiries to: Third World Course, Aprovccho 
Institute, 80574 Hazelton Road, Cottage Grove, OR 97424,. 
Phone: (503) 942-9434. See, pg 25. 
August 21-28, British Columbia, Third North American 
Bloreglonal Congress - NABC m. 
Contact: Glen Makepeace and/or Judith Plant, 
Box 99, Lillooet, British Columbia VOK 1 VO, 

August 30 - Sept. 15, British Columbia, Blorei?tonal 
Permaculture Design Course, with Michael Pifarski and 
other teachers. Contact: Friends of the Trees Society, PO Box 
1466, Chelan, WA 98816. Phone: (509) 687-9714. Sec pg. 26. 

October, 1988, Marysville, California. Permaculture 
Design Course 'taught by Tom Ward, Guy Baldwin, Gretchen 
Will and others. Contact: Pt:rmaculturc Communications, 
PO Box 101, Davis, CA 95617. Phone: (916) 756-6070. 
November 25 - December 12, 1988, Interior Pacific 
Nonhwest, Drylands Permaculture Design Course with 
Michael Pilarski. Friends of the Trees. Sec page 27. 

February, 1989, Auckland. New Zealand, Third 
International Permaculture Conference and· 
Permaculture Designers Convergence, to be held in 
Aotearoa (New Zealand). Contact: Steve Hart, 
PO Box 68166, Auclcland, New 7.ealand. 

' ' I _,,_ 

The Permaculture Activist 
Post Office Box 1 209 

Black Mtn., NC 2871 1 USA 

' 
Thia boolc is:a aelection of articles, 
phooigraphs., d�wings flld essays 
that have appeau,d in Permacul� 
journals and newsletters around the. 
world. Toe editors have updated 
infonnation whenever possible. 
Articles have been selected for their 
contnbution to and reinfon:ement of 
pennaculture concepts and are 
inspirational as well as educational. 
Titles include: Control of Fungus 
Diseases; City Farms; Trees as 
Anmal Feed; Forest Regeneration; 
Reafforestation and Agroforestry in 
East Africa; Foodscapes, Self
Reliance and the Landscape Architect; 
Composting Perth's Refuse; Double 
Mulches and Deep Litter. 

Advertising Rates 
Oassified ads in Tiu P1rmacullun Activist: 20¢/word, S5.00 
mininwm,Jrepayment required. Display advertising space is available 
in standa Siles of l/8, 1/6, l/4, 1/3, l/2 page at $35, $42, $60, 
S75, SlOS per single inclusion. Other sizes available. Discounts for 
prepayment and multiple inclusions. For rate sheet or to place' an ad 
contact: Editor, Tiu Pnm«ullun Actillist, 4649 Sunnyside N., 
Seanle, WA 98103. Phone: (206) 547-6838. Our cin:ulation is 
apjll'Oximately 2.SOO throughout Nonh America, about l/2 located in 
OR, WA & CA. Tiu P1nnaeultu,w Activist i1 an ideal place to 
advertise if you want to reach gardeners, fanners, homesteaders, tree 
crops enthusiasts, and permaculture activists. 
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